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Vision
The Society’s vision is to continue to work for its community to ensure the best
access to the quality urological care its members provide.

Mission
Michael Nugara
(CEO)

The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand is committed to clinical
excellence, education, and the promotion of research and the dissemination of
information on urological topics for the benefit of the community.

Values
•

Excellence in professional standards

•

Ethical standards of the highest order

•

Patient safety
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8 April 2022

To all Members,
Your Board of Directors has pleasure in submitting its report for the
year ending 31 December 2021.

Yours sincerely

Prem Rashid
President
Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand

P: +61 2 9362 8644 F: +61 2 9362 1433
Suite 512 Eastpoint, 180 Ocean Street, Edgecliff, NSW 2027, Australia
www.usanz.org.au
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President’s Report
Prem Rashid
Kia Ora and Welcome!
Writing the President’s Report can be
challenging, trying to be brief but also ensuring
that I offer a landscape of what USANZ has
been up to. This was another year of complex
logistics, inconvenience and health risks. Many
Sections are still working through the COVID-19
challenges as we progressively reach workable
vaccination milestones and increasing freedoms.
The backlog of work and disease progression
because of delays will continue to challenge us
into most of 2022.
Firstly, I thank Stephen Mark for the work he did
and the courage he showed leading the Board
to make the difficult decision to cancel the
2020 ASM. Thanks also to Jerard Ghossein and
Shane La Bianca who had prepared a meeting
but one that could not take place. It was a time
when COVID-19 was still in its infancy and none
of us really appreciated the full impact the next
2 years would bring. We now all know only
too well. The traditional business model upon
which USANZ has functioned requires a re-think
in terms of meeting relevance, time pressures
and the online format we have all had to use.
Our ability to meet face to face continues to be
challenged in multiple ways.
Many have suffered personal loss in multiple
ways. Productivity has suffered in healthcare
systems that are stretched at the best of times.
We have a new disease occupying significant
resources. We can only be thankful to our peers
in science who managed to produce vaccines
to be able to combat this insidious problem.
Imagine how much more grief we could have
suffered in the absence of that. No doubt more
will transpire but that is the world of COVID-19!
USANZ continues to try and evaluate how
we function as a membership organisation
in delivering what members need. Much
happens behind the scenes in negotiation with
stakeholders including government and funding

bodies, peer medical groups and RACS. We
have seen improvement in relations as many
realise despite real or perceived differences, we
have no choice but to work together.
We are also cognisant of the need to pressure
Government to be a little more logical in how
elective surgery is managed. Policy has been
haphazard with no clear consideration of what
elective surgery can mean; it is not optional
surgery. USANZ has produced a guide for
members, but it does need an understanding
of local restrictions and resources. Elective and
day surgery shutdowns have not necessarily
made sense in a variety of pockets where
surgical services could still be delivered without
impacting the drain on hospital resources. The
backlog and misery it has created will take quite
a while to resolve. Apathy and fatigue have
been significant roadblocks for many. Mental
stress as a result is more prevalent than ever. It
remains everyone’s responsibility to ask for help
and look out for each other.
Our meeting schedules continue to be adjusted
as required. The ICS in Melbourne convened
by Helen O’Connell was a clear example of
why USANZ remains a respected force in
global urology. The UAA in Sydney in 2022 is
another example with David Winkle at the helm
assisted by Eva Fong and Shomik Sengupta.
We continue to plan for a face-to-face meeting
with hybrid options as a contingency. Our ASM
on the Gold Coast remains a premier meeting
on the calendar and we hope that Anita Clarke
will be able to bring a face-to-face meeting
together accepting COVID limitations may
curtail plans. Manish Patel leads the ASM
Scientific Program. International meetings
continue to also adjust depending on COVID
related restrictions.
The Aotearoa New Zealand Section have
requested structural change to help increase
autonomy. The Board of Directors will continue
to work with the New Zealand Section to
progress this. We have also had a productive
meeting with Hei Āhuru Mōwai Cancer
Leadership Aotearoa, to help us understand
USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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the differences between the two jurisdictions as
well as the unique cultural nuances. Disparity of
cancer care and other services remain an area of
focus across both our nations. The New Zealand
healthcare system is also the subject of major
changes with all the associated disruption this
can bring. Leanne Shaw continues to guide the
Board on issues relevant to the New Zealand
Section. We must ensure that the bond between
our two nations remains strong and a priority.
It is important for USANZ to meet the needs of
members in all Sections.
Some pathology services have adopted the Alin
PSA and with that a more accurate but often
higher PSA is recorded. This can raise concern
about the progression of prostate cancer risk.
We have asked for an inclusion in parallel
results as was done by some labs during any12
month transition period. How the new ‘more
accurate’ PSAs reflect guideline directed PSAs
and comparative past PSAs can be difficult
to reconcile. We appreciate that these are
commercial decisions but continue to monitor
the issue across Sections.
We have had representation for the (Aust)
Medical Cost Finder (out of pocket) website
which will go live soon. It is anticipated to
reduce ‘bill shock’ but remains to be seen how
practical it will be for consumers. Participation
is voluntary by members, and it remains to
be seen how useful it will be. Out of pocket
costs and egregious billing remains a source of
negative press for urologists especially in the
area of prostate cancer surgery. There remains a
significant disparity in access to publicly funded
robotic surgery. All members active in this area
are encouraged to highlight this inequity and
work to improve access.
Pharmacy encroachment into primary care.
QLD Health has piloted what is being referred
to as a trial of pharmacists seeing patients and
prescribing anti-biotics for what is assessed
as a UTI. The protocol requires a phone call in
2 weeks to check on resolution of symptoms.
USANZ and RACGP issued a statement calling
for caution in by-passing primary care especially
5
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in the absence of MSU assessment. There is
no need to delegate UTI to pharmacists as the
expansion of that type of practice could erode
into other primary care.
I am very pleased that the Australian Urological
Foundation (AUF) has generously funded
group membership for USANZ members with
the Société Internationale d’Urologie (SIU).
This will run for another 3 years. It does require
members to opt in for privacy reasons as USANZ
cannot pass on personal details to another
organisation. I would encourage everyone
to consider taking this up. I wanted to thank
Michael Rochford (AUF Chair), the AUF Board
& Jean de La Rosette (SIU Secretary General)
for their commitment and time to get us all to
this point as well as our USANZ Directors for
their support. This agreement gives members of
USANZ, who are also members of SIU, a unique
opportunity to be able to represent USANZ on
another international stage in various roles as
outlined below:
• Research Council
• Education Council
• Scientific Council
• National Society Representative
• National Society Deputy Representative (to
the National Delegate Board)
A Diversity & Inclusion Committee (D&I
Committee) has been formed. The Committee
reports directly to the USANZ Board of
Directors.
• The USANZ Board endorsed the Aotearoa
New Zealand Section Position Statement on
Institutional Racism and has promoted this to
all members.
• The D&I Committee is tasked with the
development of a draft USANZ Diversity and
Inclusion Plan and has begun analysing the
extensive work and consultations undertaken
by RACS, as summarised in their Diversity
& Inclusion Plan(s), Te Rautaki Māori 2020 –
2023 (Maori Health Strategy), Reconciliation
Action Plans and related documents.
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• It is our view that a collaborative approach
between RACS and USANZ will ensure we
have common messaging to our members
and lead to better outcomes in achieving
identified goals.
• The D&I Committee prepared a Draft
Indigenous Health Position Paper, based
on the RACS Indigenous Health Position
paper in which we affirm our intent to
improve urological surgical health outcomes
for Aboriginal, Torres Straight Islanders
and Māori. This statement acknowledges
our ongoing obligations under Te Tiriti o
Waitangi, the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP)
and the Close the Gap Statement of Intent.
The Draft has been approved in principle by
the USANZ Board of Directors and is now
with the RACS Indigenous Health Committee
for review. Subject to any feedback from
RACS, it is intended the Position Statement
be approved at the next meeting of the
USANZ Board of Directors.
I want to thank members of the D&I committee:
• Karen McKertich Chair
• Melvyn Kuan (Board rep, Deputy Chair)
• Caroline Dowling (SWANZU representative)
• Jared White (NZ representative)
• Mark Frydenberg (RACS Councillor)
• Michael Nugara (ex officio)
Our Special Advisory Groups (SAGs) continue
to assist with enquiries and special projects.
They are called upon often and are led by the
following members:
• Andrology - Darren Katz
• Endourology - Damien Bolton
• Female Urology - Vincent Tse
• Genitourinary Oncology - Kamran Zargar
• Male Lower Urinary Tract - Eric Chung
• Paediatric/Reconstructive - Justin Chee
• Women in Urology (SWANZU) - Anita Clarke

Issues include the RACR document which
continues to try to force dual opinions before
treatment when in many cases a clear option can
be logically assigned be it surgery or radiation.
ED guidelines will be finalised soon for members
and a LUTS guideline is being written. The female
incontinence and mesh surgery issues remain a
complex area. We are also exploring how to lobby
for better rehabilitation for prostate cancer patients
suffering with ED and urinary incontinence post
treatment. PCFA is keen to assist and we look to
engaging other interested parties.
Glen ‘Woody’ Wood retired as Senior Examiner
and John Stanley has taken over the role this
year. Senior Examiners along with the Court of
Examiners and retired examiners, remain busy
working through plans for the FEX which was
completed successfully last year. Considerable
effort was required to bring together multiple
hubs again. There is now a plan to review how the
exam format can change to accommodate issues
like restrictions and lockdowns. The body of work
required to do this and maintain a standard as well
as not over stress our pro-bono examiners is a very
real logistical challenge known best to the Court
who are trying their best in an environment where
any glitch or perceived glitch could derail the
whole process as has been seen in other Colleges.
I thank the many other USANZ members who
contribute to meetings, exam and education
endeavours, special advisory leads, as well as
other projects and day to day assistance with
a range of issues that have to be managed. I
remain ever grateful for the generosity members
show giving of their time and always stretching
their bandwidth to help. We could not do what
we so without peer support.
It is important that we not only deal with dayto-day issues but plan for what needs to be
done into the future. Part of that planning will
be assisted by the member survey due this
year. Information gleaned helps the Board of
Directors focus on strategy for USANZ.
The members of the Board of Directors continue
to support and advise me in all manner of issues.
They deserve special mention and include:
USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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• Peter Heathcote - Past President, Secretary,
Treasurer, Northern Representative
• Helen O’Connell - Vice President
• Karen McKertich - ANZAUS Chair
• John Miller - SA/NT Representative
• Melvyn Kuan - WA Representative
• Raj Gogia - TAS Representative
• Mark Frydenberg - VIC Representative &
RACS Specialty Elected Councillor to RACS
• Leanne Shaw - NZ Representative
• Rob Forsyth - Chair, Board of Urology, RACS
• Tyrone Carlin - External Director

been difficult but one that is a rewarding
experience for those of us who have had the
privilege. These last two years would have
been even more demanding than ever. We
owe Rob a debt of gratitude and wish him
a well-deserved break. We welcome Nestor
Lalak into the role.
• Tyrone’s time too has ended. His advice
on Governance and Process has been
very valuable. We will miss his ability to
succinctly dissect a complex problem into
the parts that need resolving bringing the
whole into perspective. This type of skill
only comes with years of experience dealing
with complex corporate issues. We wish him

Each Director guides me in different ways.
Collectively we work extremely well, a credit
to the commitment and professionalism of our
peers.

well in his ongoing role as Vice-Chancellor

I thank our retiring Directors for their time on
the Board and wish them well.

skill base required along with principles of

Karen McKertich (ANZAUS Chair), Rob Forsyth
(Chair, Board of Urology, RACS) and Tyrone
Carlin (External Director) complete their terms
this year.
• Karen has been a vital worker for the Board in
her ANZAUS role. Much of this is behind the
scenes but her grace and effortless nature
will be missed. The work Karen does makes
our working lives easier negotiating with
stakeholders. She deserves our thanks. At the
time of writing the call for nominations has
begun for the next ANZAUS office-bearers.
• Rob has one of the toughest office bearer
jobs as Chair of the Board of Urology.
Managing the training program has always

7
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of Southern Cross University. Our search to
fill our two External Director positions will
need to be attended to keeping in mind the
diversity and inclusion.
A subset of the main Board is the Leadership

Group. The LG is delegated to manage many
day-to-day issues that may not need the full
Board to deliberate. The LG includes Peter
Heathcote, Helen O’Connell and Michael
Nugara. Daily emails and phone calls are the
order as we navigate the issues that need
attention. I thank them additionally as they
serve as guides and sounding boards for
me. These roles impose significantly on their
personal time 7 days a week.
I thank the many members who communicate
about all manner of issues important to them.
I hope we have as a team been able to assist
you in your day-to-day issues. Much happens
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behind the scenes with regular communication
channels but as always personal contact
remains important at every level.
It is difficult to gauge how everyone is
managing with work and life in general when
we largely communicate by phone, email and
Zoom! The transition to working from the
traditional office to home or some other hybrid
has been a by-product of this COVID era. We
can only hope that the connectivity we all feel
will remain strong. With that in mind I extend
thanks to all our team at the central USANZ
office. They include:
• Madeleine Bennison: Membership
& Policy Manager
• Suzi Wright: Executive Assistant &
Governance Support
• Anna Tartakovskaia: Conference Manager
• Jonathon Street: Communications Manager
• Deborah Klein: Education &
Training Manager
• Kirsten Isaacs: Training Administrator
• Katie Cook: Accounts Officer
• Nick Danes: Chief Operating Officer
Primary external consultants:
• Nigel Finch: Finance Manager
• Jan Shaw (to 31 October 2021)
Added thanks to our Chief Executive Officer
Michael Nugara for his leadership of the staff as
well as his professionalism and dedication.
Stay well.

USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report
Michael Nugara
The challenges we faced in 2020 continued in
2021 as COVID-19 related disruptions to business
operations continued. Despite the disruptions,
USANZ continued to serve its members across
key areas. A new report has been developed
to demonstrate the work carried out by USANZ
and the many members who generously give
their time for the benefit of USANZ and the
membership. The 2021 Activity Report (published
in this Annual Report) provides a comprehensive
outline of activities carried out in 2021 by
USANZ as well as outlining member benefits and
opportunities.
In addition to the 2021 Activity Report, outlined
below is an overview of activities carried out
during the year.

Relationships and Advocacy
In early 2021 the Board ratified the Terms of
Reference to establish SWANZU (Surgical Women
in Australian and New Zealand Urology) special
interest community. Establishing this governance
framework was a significant milestone recognising
the need to support female urologists as well
as working collaboratively to address barriers
to women pursing urology as a career. We look
forward to working with the SWANZU committee,
chaired by Anita Clarke, on strategies to support
female urologists.
The Board also established a Diversity
and Inclusion Committee in mid-2021. The
governance framework for this committee (i.e.
Diversity and Inclusion Committee Charter
available on the USANZ website) set the
objective of developing a Diversity and Inclusion
plan. We are drawing upon the considerable
amount of work already carried out in this
area by RACS and plan to align our activities
with them. It is important to acknowledge
the generosity of RACS in not only sharing
documentation but also providing advice to
USANZ based on their learnings over a number
of years.
9
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The Society’s relationships with other global
Urological Associations continues to strengthen
despite not being able to meet in person over
the last two years. Our involvement in joint
virtual education sessions, as outlined later in
this report (and also in the 2021 Activity Report),
is a testament to the level of cooperation
between USANZ and these organisations.
USANZ continued investing time nurturing
relationships with our industry partners. During
2021, there were very few opportunities for
industry to network with members but the
enthusiasm for the few face to face events that
were held, was very encouraging. Industry has
valued the opportunities to support various in
person educational initiatives in 2021, while at
the same time expressing their views that they
see little return on investment in supporting
virtual meetings. Management has conducted
a number of meetings with key sponsors during
the year in order to keep communication
channels open, briefing them on relevant
developments as well as staying informed
about developments within their respective
organisations.

Member Services
Despite the COVID-19 related restrictions,
USANZ was able to provide members with
educational meetings during the year.
Following the cancellation of the 2021 ASM,
resources were committed to delivering a
urology program as part of the RACS Annual
Scientific Congress (ASC). The hybrid urology
program was well supported by members, and
we extend our thanks to the Convenor, Henry
Woo. To bring members together and provide
networking opportunities with industry partners,
hubs were established across the Society’s
Sections. USANZ members also participated
in joint virtual sessions held during the EAU
Congress and the BAUS meeting.

USANZ coordinated the opening session of the
UAA virtual congress in August. This session
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involved presenters from the UAA “SouthEast Zone” countries: Australia, New Zealand,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam,
Thailand and The Philippines. Our thanks to David
Winkle and Shomik Sengupta for their roles in
planning this session as well as the members who
participated as presenters and Chairs.
With differing COVID restrictions in place across
Sections, it was pleasing that the Northern and
Western Australia Section meetings were able
to proceed as in person meetings. The feedback
from these meetings was positive with members
enjoying the opportunity to meet in person. The
Victorian Section meeting was well supported
and held in a virtual format. The other Section
meetings (i.e. New South Wales, New Zealand,
South Australia and Tasmania) were cancelled.
Following the launch of UroChat in 2020,
availability of this community platform continued
during 2021. This platform assists members to
connect and collaborate within the membership
in a secure and manageable member-only
environment. Members are encouraged to utilise
this facility and we are currently working with the
platform provider regarding enhancements.
The USANZ funded subscriptions to BJUI
Knowledge and EAU membership offered to
members continues to be well received, the
opportunity to accrue CPD points through BJUIK
(with automated upload to RACS) also assists
members with their CPD obligations.
The BJUI USANZ Supplement continues to provide
members with a high quality journal tailored
for USANZ. This online publication is edited by
Nathan Lawrentschuk and we are grateful for his
continued commitment to this role.

Enhance Care to Patients
USANZ partnered with the Prostate Cancer
Foundation of Australia (PCFA) to fund the
distribution of “Facing the Tiger, A Survivorship
Guide for Men with Prostate Cancer and Their
Families” by Prof Suzanne Chambers. A copy
of the book was sent to full members, trainees
and associated urological members with the

expectation it will help enhance awareness of this
helpful resource and support the promotion of the
book to patients where relevant. The Board was
grateful to the PCFA for their continued support,
demonstrating the strong and enduring nature of
the relationship between the organisations.
Special Advisory Groups (SAG) continued their
important role during the year addressing scientific
issues in the public domain, internally and
contributing to position statements. During the
year there was a constant flow of work to the SAGs,
often with short timeframes for USANZ to formulate
a response. Whilst all SAGs contributed at different
times during the year, there was a disproportionate
number of requests for the genitourinary oncology
SAG and Female urology SAG. I would like to
acknowledge the significant contribution by the
respective SAG leaders, Kamran Zargar and Vincent
Tse, in their commitment to responding to the large
number of requests.
In 2021 the Board of Urology (BoU), under
the leadership of Rob Forsyth, continued their
outstanding work in the administration of the
Royal Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS)
training program. The continued uncertainty
created by COVID-19 presented significant
challenges in the delivery of the training program.
The fluidity of the situation with lockdowns and
border closures meant that for any activity, a
fallback plan was needed. There were many
lessons learnt in the first year of the pandemic and
this experience was helpful in 2021. Nonetheless,
it was a stressful year for all involved with the
training program. The extraordinary efforts of
Deborah Klein, Education and Training Manager
and Kirsten Isaacs, Training Administrator and
members of the Board of Urology, ensured USANZ
maintained its high standard of training.

Efficient and Effective Organisation
At the 2021 annual general meeting, significant
Constitutional amendments were approved by the
membership. These amendments along with the
introduction of the Membership Administration
Policy, have resulted in improved efficiencies and
greater clarity of Constitution clauses.
USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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Further development work on Bond
(membership management system) was carried
out during 2021. USANZ ceased using ACT!
Software and all membership management
is now through Bond. This was a significant
milestone as USANZ has been using ACT! for
more than 15 years. This integrated system has
resulted in improved efficiencies for staff but
also for members wanting to access or update
their records and/or search for contact details for
other members. I acknowledge the commitment
and leadership of this project by Madeleine
Bennison, Membership and Policy Manager.
I acknowledge the work carried out by the
Board of Directors. They have all made
significant personal sacrifices to create time to
execute their responsibilities as Directors of
USANZ. At the 2022 AGM, Karen McKertich,
Rob Forsyth and Tyrone Carlin will complete
their terms on the Board. Karen and Rob have
had very demanding roles as ANZAUS Chair and
Board of Urology Chair, respectively. Tyrone, our
External Director, has been a great asset to the

11
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Society and I extend my thanks to Karen, Rob
and Tyrone for their respective contributions.
We look forward to welcoming Nestor Lalak to
the Board in his role as Board of Urology Chair
and at the time of writing, the next ANZAUS
Chair will be determined by a ballot.
To my colleagues in the USANZ office. The
uncertainty continued in 2021 and this generated
many challenges and increased workload as we
adapted to the fluid COVID-19 environment. The
extraordinary commitment and energy that each
of you bring to your roles is often not seen by
the broader membership. I take this opportunity
to express my sincere thanks to Katie Cook,
Jonathon Street, Anna Tartakovskaia, Deborah
Klein, Suzi Wright, Kirsten Isaacs, Madeleine
Bennison and Nick Danes. I would also like to
acknowledge the work of Nigel Finch and his
team at Saki Partners.

MEMBER
ACTIVIT Y
REPORT
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U S A N Z M E M B E R S H I P B Y C L A S S I F I C AT I O N

2019

2020

2021

Urologist

591

Urologist

597

Urologist

609

Trainee

103

Trainee

107

Trainee

104

Other
Total

58
752

Other
Total

55
759

Other
Total

56
769

The Member Activity Report is a new document, developed to provide details to Members
about activities undertaken during the year by USANZ, ANZAUS and the many Members who
contributed their time and expertise to the Society. As this is the ﬁrst time this information has
been collected and compiled into one report, there may be some omissions, however, we
anticipate that we will be able to reﬁne and enhance our processes to improve our data collection.
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88%
71%

88%

MEMBERSHIP BY GENDER AND CLASS

Female

M E M B E R SH I P B Y PHASE S

Other

Male

Trainee

Urologist

11%

86%

12%

29%

14%

S TA F F

Practicing 74%
In training 15%
Retired

7%

Practicing
30+ years 4%

Full time staff

MEMBERSHIP SNAPSHOT
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MEMBER SUPPORT
& OPPORTUNITIES
Develop and enhance initiatives that are
valued and respond to Member needs.

MEMBER SUPPORT & OPPORTUNITIES
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1. MEMBER OPPORTUNITIES
USANZ actively seeks out opportunities for Member participation across a range of
international and local activities.
• 10 x Calls for Expressions of Interest
issued to Members
• Speaking and other roles at international
events
• 4 x members presented at the EAU/
USANZ Session at the 2021 EAU Congress
• 2 x USANZ endorsed attendees at the
5th Asian Urology Resident’s Course 2021
• USANZ Lecturer at the Malaysian Urology
Association 2021 Meeting
• 4 x members nominated for Co-Chair
and Presenter roles for the USANZ/
BAUS Session “Shared Experiences”
at BAUS 2021
• 1 x member gave USANZ Lecture at
the Annual Hybrid Conference of the
Nepalese Association of Urological
Surgeons (NAUS), UROCON 2021
• 2 x members convened the South East
Zone Scientiﬁc Program for the 2021 UAA
Virtual Congress. 5 x members chaired
sessions or presented as part of the
program. Attended by over 100 USANZ
members
• 1 x member recommended to participate
in Prosthesis List Reform Clinical
Implementation Reference Group
(Therapeutic Goods Administration)

Opportunities to contribute through service
on USANZ Committees and Working Groups.
• USANZ Board of Directors
• ANZAUS Management Committee
• Section leadership roles
• Surgical Women in Australia and New
Zealand Urology (SWANZU) Committee
• Investments Committee
• Diversity & Inclusion Committee
• Special Advisory Group leadership
roles
• ASM Organising Committee
• UAA 2022 Organising Committee
Opportunities to contribute through service
on RACS Board of Urology and BOU
Committees and Working Groups.
• RACS Board of Urology (BOU)
• Regional Training Committees
(comprising Training Supervisors)
• Education Sub-Committee
• Selection Sub-Committee
• SIMG Sub-Committee
• Training Post Accreditation
Sub-Committee
• Urology Trainee Forum
• Research Working Party
RACS Board of Urology also appoints its
own representatives to sit on various RACS
Committees.
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2. GRANTS, AWARDS
& MEMBER RECOGNITION
USANZ Awards and prizes and other recognition given to Members during the reporting
period (i.e. 2021). Excludes prizes awarded to non-Members.

Keith Kirkland
Award

Frank Gardiner
Award

Peter Lawson
Award

Training Award

Training Award
2 recipients

VIC Section

Best Victorian
Registrar
Presentation
prize

Best WA
Registrar
Presentation
prize

VIC Section

WA Section

Australian
Orthopaedic
Association
(AOA)
Emerging
Leaders
Forum 2021
2 Member
participants

MEMBER SUPPORT & OPPORTUNITIES
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3. ADDRESSING BARRIERS
TO PARTICIPATION
USANZ has identiﬁed 2 priority areas where it can take steps to address barriers to participation
by Members in the Society and the broader profession.
Women in Urology

Discrimination Diversity and Inclusion

• Approved Terms of Reference to formally
establish SWANZU to guide and assist
efforts to support and advance women
in Urology. SWANZU was launched on
International Women’s Day

• Established Diversity & Inclusion Committee
to oversee actions needed to ensure the
Society has an inclusive culture and embrace
diversity. Under the D&I Committee Charter,
the Committee reports to the Board. It is
currently chaired by Karen McKertich.

• Capability to report on gender breakdowns
was added to the Membership
Management System and introduced to
the 2021 Annual Report

• Commenced work to develop a draft
D&I plan
• Adopted Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO), Discrimination, Bullying and
Harassment Policy
• Endorsed the New Zealand Section’s
Position Statement on Institutional Racism
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4. EVENTS
The provision of educational events is a key service to the Membership to highlight
contemporary issues in urology and to assist Members with CPD obligations. Due to the
continued restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic, a number of educational events
were cancelled in 2021. This included the Society’s premier event, the ASM, as well as four
Section meetings. Other events were delivered in person where possible or adapted to
virtual or hubs models.

49

attendees
at the WA
Section
Meeting

42

attendees
at the Induction
Course for
SET Urology
Trainees

73 111 251 156

attendees
at the Northern
Section
Meeting

attendees at
the Victorian
Section
Meeting (Virtual)

attendees at the
USANZ Urology
Program at the
RACS ASC

41 100 96

attendees
at the BSCI
Anatomy and
Prosthetics
Workshop
(Trainees)

attendees at the
NSW Education
Program:
4 teaching
sessions
(Trainees)

VIC Education
Program:
5 teaching
sessions,
1 skills lab
sessions

attendees
at Trainee
Week

23

attendees
at the two
Fellowship
Exam Practice
Viva Sessions

MEMBER SUPPORT & OPPORTUNITIES
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5. CORE MEMBER BENEFITS
The core Member beneﬁts aim to inform Members about USANZ activities; share information
relevant to the craft, provide Continuing Professional Development and other opportunities to
connect with other Members.
Communications

UroNews

UroScope

UroNews
Weekly Member Update

Update from the
USANZ Board of Directors

48 Issues with an
average open rate of 59%
average click rate of 31%

4 Issues with an
average open rate of 66%
average click rate of 46%

Professional
• BJUI ANZ Supplement
• BJUI Journal subscription discount
• BJUI Compass – 30% discount on fee to
submit article to BJUI Compass
• BJUI Knowledge CPD portal - access
provided to 580 members with auto
upload to RACS CPD portal
• 24 Free Positions Vacant advertisements
posted to the USANZ website and
distributed via the UroNews newsletter
• Discounted MDO Insurance through the
Avant Afﬁnity Program with more than 260
members utilising the member discount
• EAU Membership taken out on behalf of
613 members

• Member Logo & Member Certiﬁcates
available upon request to promote
Society Membership
• Letters conﬁrming membership provided
to support member applications to
international societies and other bodies
• In 2021, The Private Practice offered
USANZ members complimentary
registrations for their 2021 Curriculum
• In 2021, the Virtual BAUS Organising
Committee provided 40 discount
registrations to USANZ members to
attend BAUS 2021

Member Connection
• Member Directory
• UroChat Community

USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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ADVO CACY
Be the authoritative voice
for our Members with
health decision-makers.

ADVOCACY
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6. SUBMISSIONS: ADVOCACY FOR
UROLOGICAL PROFESSION
ANZAUS
During 2021, ANZAUS was focused on
ﬁnalizing the Medical Beneﬁts Scheme
(MBS) Review process and advising on the
implementation of changes. Work by both
ANZAUS and USANZ included:
• Successfully lobbying for the retention of
item numbers which were at risk of being
deleted/ undervalued, i.e. for complex
urological procedures
• Advised the Medical Beneﬁts Division
of the Department of Health regarding
the utilisation of MBS items 63541 and
63543 for mpMRI for the detection and
monitoring of prostate cancer
• Advice provided to the Compliance
Assessment Branch, Dept of Health with
regard to co-claiming of item numbers for
speciﬁc procedures. This included coclaiming two or more items for cystoscopy,
co-claiming at least one cystoscopy item
and one pyeloscopy item, co-claiming four
or more group T8 items in the same patient
episode, and high daily services.

USANZ submissions or other actions taken to
advocate for the profession of urology and its
members included:
• Provided a Letter of support for Western
Health, Melbourne University Medical
Research Future Fund Application –
Platform to Enhance Prostate cancer
Shared Care Integration (PEPSCI) project
• Submission to RACS seeking
reinstatement for the cancelled
Fellowship Exams for late 2021

• Responded to Australian Department
of Health Prostheses List Reform
consultation paper
• Co-signatory with Healthy Male on letter
regarding the discontinuation of Pregnyl
and seeking expanding of Pharmaceutical
Beneﬁt Scheme (PBS) Advisory Committee
listing for Ovidrel for men and children
• USANZ and ANZAUS opposed the
proposal in a draft determination by the
Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) to authorise
Honeysuckle Health (US managed care
corporation Cigna and private insurer NIB)
to form a health services buying group over
the next 5 years
• Sought RACS support for pathway for
urologists to prescribe UroMune
• Contributed to RACS response to RANZCR
Specialist Interventional Radiology and
Interventional Neuroradiology Range of
Practice position paper
• Advised RACS Health Policy and Advocacy
Committee regarding best practice
Surgical Titling in urology
• Provided content for the RACS submission
in support of the application made to the
MSAC regarding PSMA PET/CT imaging
for informing treatment of patients with
prostate cancer
• Responded to the TGA Medical Devices
and Product Quality Division on the
potential for Mandatory Reporting of
medical device related adverse events
by healthcare facilities
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7. COMMITTEES: ADVOCACY
FOR UROLOGICAL PROFESSION
USANZ is represented on the following external committees / groups to ensure urologists’
professional interests have a voice with decision makers as well as providing a platform for
Members in international forums. Appointments are either ex-ofﬁcio roles, or appointments made
under the USANZ Representation on External Committees Policy which was reviewed in 2021.

• American Urological Association (AUA)
International Member Committee

• RACS Professional Standards & Advocacy
Committee

• British Journal of Urology International
Charity

• RACS Surgical Leaders’ Forum

• Department of Health (C’wlth), MBS
Review Implementation Liaison Group
• Department of Health C’wlth), Out of
Pocket Transparency – Medical Cost
Finder Project

ADVOCACY
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• Urological Association of Asia (UAA)
Elected Council
• UAA Internal Auditor
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CLINICAL
STANDARDS
Use Member expertise to promote and
advance high standards of clinical care.

CLINICAL STANDARDS
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8. EXTERNAL COMMITTEES
USANZ pursues representation on external committees / groups to ensure specialist urological
expertise informs clinical care. USANZ Representative positions held during 2021:

• Asian Robotic Urology Society (ARUS)
Committee (UAA)

• RACS Post Fellowship Education and
Training Committee

• Australasian Pelvic Floor Procedure Registry
(APFPR) (Monash University)

• RACS Robotic Surgery Working Party

• BJUI Journal Editorial Committee

• RACS Rural Health Equity Advisory &
Reference Group

• European Association of Urology (EAU)
Guidelines Committee

• RACS Surgical Oncology Section
Committee

• International Journal of Urology (IJU)
Editorial Board (USANZ Nominated UAA
Member)

• Safer Care Victoria Expert Working Group

• PCFA: Expert Multi-disciplinary panel on
Prostate Cancer Survivorship Essentials
• PCOR-ANZ Steering Committee

• TGA Surgical Mesh Expert Working Group
(Therapeutic Goods Administration)
• Urinary Stone Disease Working Group
(NSW Section Rep) (NSW Agency for
Clinical Innovation Urology Network)

• PCOR Vic : BroSupPORT Steering
Committee

USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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9. SUBMISSIONS:
PATIENT CARE
USANZ made a number of submissions or responded to queries related to improvements in
clinical standards of care.

• Raised concerns with the Prostate Cancer
Foundation of Australia regarding Webinar
content on nerve grafting procedures
for erectile dysfunction (ED) post
radical prostatectomy (RP) which did
not accurately represent the procedure.
Webinar was removed from PCFA website
• Provided Statement of Clinical Relevance
for a MSAC assessment submitted
by Getz Healthcare for Irreversible
Electroporation for Prostate Tumour Tissue
for patients with Focal Prostate Cancer
• Responded to a request by the Coroners
Court of Victoria conducting an inquest
into a 2014 death
• Advised ACSQHC regarding expanded
guidance re credentialing for Pelvic
Organ Prolapse surgery precipitated by
increased volume in abdominal prolapse
repairs

• MJA Insight plus member interview
advocating for review of PSA testing
guidelines
• Contributed to RACS Response to the
ACT Government Intersex Project
• Advised Australian Pharmaceutical Beneﬁt
Scheme regarding the clinical need for
apalutamide
• Responded to the Haines article in
Medical Journal of Australia (MJA) on
the differences in treatment choices for
localised prostate cancer diagnosed in
private and public health services
• Submission and response to the Surgical
Implantation of Medical Mesh Inquiry
(Parliament of South Australia)
• Responded to query from the Tasmanian
Department of Health regarding the use
of Glycine in TURP procedures

• Supported Bins4Blokes Awareness
and advocacy campaign promoting the
installation of incontinence bins in male
public toilet facilities

• Responded to MBS Policy and Specialist
Services Branch query regarding
cystoscopy and related imaging item
numbers

• USANZ member participated on a panel
interview with Professor James MaloneLee organised by Chronic UTI Australia
as a follow-up to his book Cystitis
Unmasked

• Responded to query regarding existence
of any research supporting cigarette
smoking being a cause link for Benign
Prostatic Hypertrophy

CLINICAL STANDARDS
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10. PATIENT CARE GUIDELINES &
POSITION STATEMENTS
USANZ made a number of submissions related to improvements in clinical standards of care
USANZ Position
Statements and Guidelines

Position Statements and
Guidelines Endorsed

• Principles of Urological Healthcare
Management in the COVID Era (Guidelines)

• Doctors Stand Up for Vaccination Initiative of the Association of Salaried
Medical Specialities (Toi Mata Hauora)

• Prostate Artery Embolisation and Benign
Prostate Enlargement (Position statement)

Facing the Tiger: A Survivorship Guide
for Men with Prostate Cancer and Their
Families by Prof Suzanne Chambers.
• Partnered with the Prostate Cancer
Foundation of Australia to provide the
book to members as a resource for
patients where relevant

USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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11. TRAINING &
EDUCATION PROGRAM
USANZ and its Members are committed to delivering the RACS Surgical Education and
Training (SET) Program in Urology, ensuring the education and training is at a consistently
high standard, and delivered within safe and optimal environments that are compliant with
accreditation standards. With Covid-19 restrictions continuing during 2021, USANZ was able
to adapt and delivered:

101 377 62
Trainees

Trainers

Training Supervisors

13 22 2

Trainees admitted
to Fellowship
after completing
SET Program

Training Posts
Inspected and
Accredited

Fellowship
Examinations
(June & November)

Curriculum Development
• Publication of new curriculum, with
intellectual property resting solely
with USANZ

• Member participation in trials of three
Workplace Based Assessments

CLINICAL STANDARDS
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EFFICIENT
AND EFFECTIVE
ORGANISATION
Be an efﬁcient and
enduring Society,
continuing to serve
Members into the future.

EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE ORGANISATION
31

12. CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT
Many of the amendments to the Constitution passed
at the 2021 AGM delivered efﬁciencies in Membership
administration. This enabled USANZ to be more responsive
when processing Membership changes around life events,
such as retirement by removing the need for
Board approval.
USANZ also developed a Membership Administration Policy
and released it to complement the removal of administrative
matters from the Constitution.

13. DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Work to streamline and improve digital systems and processes
continued throughout 2021. The activities below delivered
improved efﬁciencies and reduced cost to USANZ.
• All Training data successfully migrated to the new
Membership Management System launched in 2020
• Web hosting services for the ASM and UAA 2022 websites
migrated to a more sustainable platform and to allow for
the ASM url to be retained in subsequent years
• The refresh of the USANZ Brand commenced in 2020 to
coincide with the launch of new digital communications
channels continued to be rolled out to include Social
Media channels and additional training resources

32

14. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In 2021 cuts to discretionary expenditure continued in light of reduced revenue from educational
events. This included the freeze on salary reviews and postponement of staff recruitment.
Financial management was also enhanced through:
• Review of Investment Policy to include
exposure to international markets

• Introduced new management reporting
format for ﬁnancial reports

• Developed procedures to streamline
the ﬁnancial reporting and reconciliation
of subscriptions collected through the
Membership Management System with
the ﬁnancial systems

15. OTHER POLICIES/PROCEDURES
USANZ’s policy work during 2021 also included the review of number of operational and
governance areas which are not reported elsewhere.
• Policy Framework

• Employee Leave Entitlements

• Privacy Framework including Privacy Policy
and the Data Breach Response Plan

• Ofﬁce Bearers’ Allowance
• Promoting Survey’s to Members

• USANZ Delegations of Authority

EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE ORGANISATION
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The Urological Society of
Australia and New Zealand
t +61 2 9362 8644

e communication@usanz.org.au
w www.usanz.org.au
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : S E C R E TA RY ’ S R E P O R T
Secretary’s Report 2021
Peter Heathcote

Andrew Keller

The Board of Directors of the Society met
during 2021 as follows:

Steve McCombie

• 20 February 2021 – Video Conference

Mark Paffen

• 4 March 2021 – In Camera
• 17 April 2021 – Video Conference
• 7 August 2021 – Video Conference

Diwei Lin
Sarah O’Neill
Marlon Perera
Patrick Preece
Hedley Roth
Rajinder Singh-Rai

• 12 September 2021 – Circular

Ania Sliwinski

• 27 November 2021 – Video Conference

Francis Ting

The USANZ Constitution identifies the following
Director roles and tenure periods.

Minh Tran

President: 2 terms of 1 year each

Jared White

Vice-President: 2 terms of 1 year each

Associate Urological Member

Past-President / Honorary Treasurer / Honorary
Secretary: 2 terms of 1 year each

Flávio Vasconcelos Ordones

ANZAUS Chair: 2 terms of 3 years each

Amir Zarrabi

Board of Urology Chair: 1 term of 2 years

Corresponding Member

Specialty Elected Royal Australasian College of
Surgeons Councillor (RACS Councillor):
3 terms of 3 years each

Aleksandr Pecherkin

Sectional Representatives: 2 terms of 3 years each
2 x External Directors: 2 terms of 3 years each

Mahesha Weerakoon

Lodewileus Petrus (Wikus) Vermeulen

Admitted as Trainee Members
Thomas Ahn
Amer Amin
Nicole Avery

Membership

Sankara Varun Bhoopathy

Since the last Annual Report, the following changes
have occurred:

Tzu-Hung (Allen) Chen

Admitted as Full Members

Michael Chen
Mathew Farag
Elena Galiabovitch

George Acland

Bridget Heijkoop

Paul Bergamin

Jason Kim

Nicholas Brook

Samantha Koschel

Vincent Chan

James Macneil

Vincent Chong

Jordan Mann

James Churchill

Margaret Mansbridge

Nicholas Davis

Bashar Matti

Robert Goodwin

Andrew Moe

David Habashy

Ellen O’Connor

Marcus Handmer

Michelle Ong
USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : T R E A S U R E R’ S R E P O R T
Niranjan Sathianathen
Andrew Silagy
Brennan Timm
Cessation of Membership
Wilson Choi (TM)
Peter Davidson (FM)
Murtaza Dungerwalla (TM)
Sharon English (FM)
David Jefferson (FM)
Jane MacDonald (FM)
Dermot O’Kane (TM)
Dinesh Patel (FM)
Shekib Shahbaz (FM)
Thomas Shannon (FM)
Paul Sved (FM)
Deaths
Frank Breslin
Irwin Hannan
Eric (Graham) Holmes
Joseph (Gerry) Joyce (passed away in 2019)
David Kennedy
Rodney Syme

Treasurer’s Report
Peter Heathcote
Since 2019, the Society has faced challenging
fiscal times dealing with the impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Last year saw the Society
report its first deficit in its history with a loss from
operating activities of $942,756.
This year we are pleased to report a modest
operating profit of $179,299, albeit well below
the profits historically achieved by the Society
prior to COVID.
In response to changes to the Australian
Accounting Standards affecting not-for-profit
entities, a number of changes have been
adopted in the Society’s financial reporting
which are discussed below.

Change to Accounting Policies
Note 1(p) in the Notes to the Financial
Statements contains information regarding
important changes in the accounting policies
which impact, among other things, the
presentation of financial information.
The Australian Accounting Standards Board
(AASB) undertook a reporting framework reform
project for not-for-profit (NFP) entities. This
project began in 2019 and has as its objective
the development of a simple, proportionate,
consistent and transparent financial reporting
framework for all NFP private sector entities in
Australia.
Subsequently, the AASB released AASB 1053
– Application of Tiers of Australian Accounting
Standards and AASB – 1060 General Purpose
Financial Statements – Simplified Disclosures for
For-Profit and Not-for-Profit Tier 2 Entities.
AASB 1053 and AASB 1060 apply to financial
years beginning on or after 1 July 2021, and
accordingly has been adopted by the Society for
the year ending 31 December 2021.
In short, the adoption of AASB 1053 and AASB
1060 by the Society introduces the following
changes to the presentation of its annual
financial statements:
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : T R E A S U R E R’ S R E P O R T
• Transition from special purpose financial
statements to general purpose financial
statements.
• Disclosure regarding related party transactions.
• Disclosure separating audit and non-audit fees.
• Key Management Personnel remuneration.
• Enhanced disclosure of risk management.
• Disclosure of individually material income or
expense items.
The accounts for the year ending 31 December
2021 have been prepared in accordance with
AASB 1053 and AASB 1060 which includes
restating the 2020 financial information in a
consistent and comparable manner.

Investment Performance
The Board established an Investment Committee
in 2016 to assist in executing an investment
strategy intended to increase the return
generated on the Society’s financial assets. The
Investment Committee’s initial strategy has been
to assist the Society with diversifying part of its
exposure to its interest rate risk by gradually
investing in Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs).
At the end of 2021, the value of ETFs exceeded
$4.2 million (around 34% of the Society’s
financial assets), and during the year, the Society
earned $435,767 in unrealised gains on these
investments. Additionally, the Society has earned
$149,576 in dividend income from the ETFs.
The Board intends to maintain the ETF investments
over the medium-term while the Investment
Committee continues to develop an ongoing strategy
that responds to changing market conditions.

Other Comprehensive Income
Other Comprehensive Income (OCI) includes
revenues, expenses, gains and losses that have
yet to be realised. In 2021, the surplus for the
year was $179,299, and the OCI was $760,767
attributable to the unrealised gains on the ETF
investments plus the revaluation of the Edgecliff
office. In April 2021 the Edgecliff office was
valued at $1.725 million.

The total Surplus and Other Comprehensive
Income for 2021 was $940,066. More information
on the unrealised gains is contained in Note 6 in
the Notes to the Financial Statements.

Financial Position
Total assets increased by approximately $1.7
million to $14,825,126 due to increases in the
market value of the ETF’s and the revaluation of
the Edgecliff office.
Total liabilities increased by approximately
$0.811 million to $1,664,986 comprised
predominately by unearned income. Overall, the
Society’s balance sheet remains extremely robust
with a working capital of $11,398,667 (equivalent
to 87% of total equity), and the Society has no
debt.

Cash Flow
Net cash decreased throughout the year by
$384,176 as a result of positive operating cash
flow of $794,002, the purchase of ETFs under the
Society’s Investment Policy of $1,123,450 and
capital expenditure of $54,728.
The cash balance as at 31 December 2020 was
$8.2 million.

Future Outlook
The 2022 financial budget anticipates a near breakeven result with a budgeted surplus of $21,030.
This budget anticipates all meetings and the ASM
will take place along with hosting of the 2022 UAA.
Given the possibility of continued business
interruption with COVID-19 to both the ASM and
UAA events (and operations generally) there may
be a material variance from the budget in 2022.
However, due to the strong financial reserves built
up over decades of prudent fiscal management,
USANZ is well positioned to endure a financial
downturn should that scenario eventuate.
I would like to take this opportunity to
acknowledge Michael Nugara, Nick Danes, Nigel
Finch and the other members of the USANZ team
for their support during the year.
USANZ | 2021 Annual Report
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376

Financial Report
for the year ended 31 December 2021
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Directors Report

Your directors present their report on The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand (the Society) for
the financial year ended 31 December 2021.
The names of the directors in office at any time during or since the end of the year are:
Peter Heathcote
Mark Frydenberg
Karen McKertich
Robert Forsyth
Melvyn Kuan
John Miller
Leanne Shaw

Date of appointment
13-Apr-15

12-Apr-13
16-Apr-16
21-Apr-20
24-Apr-21
24-Feb-18
24-Apr-21

Tyrone Carlin
Prem Rashid
Helen O'Connell
Raj Gogia
Stephen Mark
Jeffrey Thavaseelan
Stephen Brough

Date of appointment / retirement
20-Feb-16
13-Apr-19
24-Apr-21
24-Apr-21
18-Mar-14 to 07-Mar-21
24-Feb-18 to 24-Apr-21
24-Feb-18 to 24-Apr-21

The surplus and other comprehensive income of the Society for the financial year was $940,066
(compared to 2020: deficit of -$849,260).
The Society is exempt from payment of income tax under section 23(e) of the Income Tax Assessment Act.
The principal activities of the Society during the year were the advancement of the science of urology through
the promotion and finance of research in urology and the bringing together of urologists of
Australia and New Zealand to cultivate and maintain the highest principles of urological practice and ethics.
The Society is also responsible for the selection, training and assessment of urology registrars according
to the Memorandum of Understanding with the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons.
No significant change in the nature of these activities or the Society's state of affairs occurred during the year.
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial year which significantly affected
or may significantly affect the operations of the society, the results of those operations, or the state of
affairs of the Society in future financial years.
The Society expects to maintain the present status and level of operations and hence there are no likely
developments for reporting.
The Society is a not for profit entity limited by guarantee and is therefore prohibited from declaring any
dividends.
The Society's operations are not regulated by any significant environmental regulation under a law of the
Commonwealth or of a state or territory.
During the year the Society has paid insurance premiums for Directors' Liability.
No person has applied for leave of Court to bring proceedings on behalf of the Society or intervene in any
proceedings to which the Society is a party for the purpose of taking responsibility on behalf of the
Society for all or any part of those proceedings.
The Society was not a party to any such proceedings during the year.
Auditor's Independence Declaration
A copy of the auditor's independence declaration as required under section 307C of
the Corporations Act 2001 is set out on the following page.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.
On behalf of the Board of Directors:

……………………………..
President
14 March 2022
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Directors' Declaration
The directors have determined that the Society is not a reporting entity and that this special
purpose financial report should be prepared in accordance with the accounting policies
described in Note 1 to the financial statements.
The directors of the company declare that:
1. The financial statements and notes are in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001:
(a) comply with Accounting Standards applicable to the Society; and
(b) give a true and fair view of the Society's financial position as at 31 December 2021
and of its performance for the year ended on that date in accordance with the
accounting policies described in Note 1 to the accounts;
2. In the directors' opinion there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Society will
be able to pay its debts as and when they become due and payable.
This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.

……………………………..
President
14 March 2022
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 December 2021
Note
2

Revenue and other income
Total revenue
Less:
Audit and accounting fees
Consultants
Depreciation and amortisation
Employment
Financial
Grants and awards
Legal fees
Meetings and events
Member benefits
Office and IT
Premises
Travel and accommodation
Venue and catering costs

16
8a

Total expenses
Surplus/(deficit) for the year

3

Other comprehensive income
Gains (loss) on financial assets at fair value
Revaluation of buildings
Surplus/(deficit) and other comprehensive income for the year

2021
$

2020
$

2,726,126

4,580,415

2,726,126

4,580,415

(24,358)
(327,757)
(68,049)
(1,260,540)
(35,246)
(8,630)
(41,211)
(196,781)
(109,448)
(119,807)
(27,380)
(29,235)
(298,384)

(34,900)
(330,077)
(156,248)
(1,270,342)
(47,461)
(22,104)
(31,857)
(2,603,531)
(120,189)
(199,111)
(22,581)
(31,043)
(653,727)

(2,546,827)

(5,523,171)

179,299

(942,756)

435,767
325,000
940,066

93,496
(849,260)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of financial position
As at 31 December 2021
Note

2021
$

2020
$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash assets
Receivables
Investments
Other
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

4
5
6
7

8,226,766
46,731
4,274,146
333,632
12,881,275

8,610,942
29,057
2,714,929
75,071
11,429,998

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Land and buildings
Plant and equipment
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

8
8

1,589,302
354,549
1,943,851

1,269,215
362,957
1,632,172

14,825,126

13,062,170

TOTAL ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payables
Provisions
Other
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

9
10
11

213,393
229,590
1,039,626
1,482,608

301,643
171,744
201,599
674,986

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
Provisions
TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

10

182,378
182,378

167,110
167,110

1,664,986

842,096

NET ASSETS

13,160,140

12,220,074

EQUITY
Building revaluation reserve
ETF revaluation reserve
Retained surpluses
TOTAL EQUITY

797,759
641,842
11,720,540
13,160,140

472,759
206,075
11,541,241
12,220,074

TOTAL LIABILITIES

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 31 December 2021
Note
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Surplus/(deficit) balance as attributable to the entity

Retained
surpluses
12,484,001

Building revaluation
reserve
472,759

(942,760)

Surplus/(deficit) balance as attributable to the entity
Other comprehensive income for period
Balance as at 31 December 2021

11,541,241

472,759

179,299
11,720,540

112,579

-

Other comprehensive income for period
Balance as at 31 December 2020

ETF revaluation
reserve

-

Total
13,069,338
(942,760)

93,496

93,496

206,075

12,220,074

-

179,299

325,000

435,767

760,767

797,759

641,842

13,160,140

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of cash flows
for the year ended 31 December 2021
Note

2021
$

2020
$

Cash flows from operating activities
Proceeds from operations
Proceeds from ASM
Proceeds from section activities
Investment received
Grants received
Payments to suppliers
Refunds Paid - ASM
Payments for sections
Net cash provided from operating activities

2,969,651
51,130
305,626
168,580
168,250
(2,651,024)
(218,211)
17(b)

794,002

2,179,585
1,279,051
68,624
131,027
247,950
(2,120,278)
(2,454,759)
(83,572)
(752,372)

Cash flows from investing activities
Investment purchases
Property plant and equipment-purchases

(1,123,450)
(54,728)

(1,004,210)
(157,335)

Net cash provided from investing activities

(1,178,178)

(1,161,545)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from redemption of investments

-

-

Net cash provided from financing activities

-

-

Net increase / (decrease) in cash held

(384,176)

Cash held at the beginning of the financial year
Cash held at the end of the financial year

17(a)

8,610,942

10,524,859

8,226,766

8,610,942

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 December 2021
Note 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand (the Society) is limited by guarantee,
incorporated and domiciled in Australia.
Basis of preparation
The Society applies Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements as set
out in AASB 1053 - Application of Tiers of Australian Accounting Standards.
The financial statements are general purpose financial statements that have been prepared in
accordance with Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements of the
Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB). The Society is a not-for-profit entity for financial
reporting purposes under Australian Accounting Standards.
Australian Accounting Standards set out accounting policies that the AASB has concluded would
result in financial statements containing relevant and reliable information about transactions, events
and conditions. Material accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these financial statements
are presented below and have been consistently applied unless stated otherwise.
The financial statements, except for the cash flow information, have been prepared on an accrual
basis and are based on historical costs, modified, where applicable, by the measurement at fair
value of selected non-current assets, financial assets and financial liabilities. The amounts
presented in the financial statements have been rounded to the nearest dollar and presented in
Australian dollars ($AUD).
The financial statements were authorised for issue on 14 March 2022 by the directors of the Society.
Accounting policies
a) Income tax
The Society is exempt from paying income tax. No provision is made for income tax expense nor
are there any deferred tax assets or deferred tax to be disclosed or accounted for.
b) Goods and services tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST except:
• where the GST incurred on purchases of goods and services is not recoverable from the taxation
authority, in which case the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as
part of the expense item as applicable.
• receivables and payables are stated inclusive of GST.
The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of
receivables or payables in the statement of financial position.
Cash flows are included in the cash flow statement on a net basis and GST component of cash
flows arising from investing and financing activities, which is recoverable from, or payable to, the
taxation authority are classified as operating cash flows.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the amount of GST.
c) Foreign currency
All foreign currency transactions are shown in Australian dollars.
Foreign currency transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded in Australian dollars at the exchange rates ruling at
the date of the transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency are
retranslated at the rate of exchange ruling at the reporting date.
Exchange differences are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income in the period in
which they occur.
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 December 2021
d) Revenue
Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the
Society and which can be reliably measured.
Member Fees and Subscriptions
The subscription year runs from 1 January to 31 December. Subscriptions are payable annually and
are recognised in the applicable membership year.
Interest
Recognised as interest accrues, using the effective interest method which for floating rate financial
assets is the rate inherent in the instrument.
Income from investments
Revenue recognised when the income is earned. Unrealised increments or decrements in the
Society's portfolio of investment assets (Note 6) are included in the Society's statement of
comprehensive income each year.
Grants
Revenue is recognised when control of the contribution or right to receive the contribution is
received.
e) Trade and other receivables
Receivables are recognised and carried at original invoice amount less any allowance for
uncollectible amounts. An estimate for doubtful debts is made when collection of the full amount is
no longer probable. Receivables are written off as bad debts when they become irrecoverable.
f) Property, plant and equipment
All classes of assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment.
Depreciation is calculated on either a straight-line or diminishing values basis over the estimated
useful life of the assets (excluding freehold land) as follows:
Buildings - 50 years
Strata title - 50 years
Property, plant and equipment - 3 to 13 years
Information technology assets - 3 years
Library books - 5 years
Impairment
The carrying values of property, plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or
changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value may not be recoverable. If such an indication
exists and where carrying values exceed the recoverable amount, the asset is written down to the
recoverable amount. Recoverable amount is the greater of fair value less costs to sell and value in
use. Any excess of the asset's carrying amount over its recoverable amount is recognised
immediately in profit or loss unless the asset is carried at a revalued amount. Any impairment loss of
a revalued assets is treated as a revaluation decrease.
Land and buildings
Land and buildings are based on Directors valuation or the independent valuations obtained every
three years. They reflect independent assessments of the open market value of land and buildings
based on existing use. Refer to Note 8 for details of the independent valuation current for the term
of these financial statements.
g) Financial assets
Recognition
Financial instruments are initially measured at cost on trade date, which includes transaction costs,
when the related contractual rights or obligations exist. Subsequent to initial recognition these
instruments are measured as set out below.
Equity instruments
At initial recognition, as long as the equity instrument is not held for training or not a contingent
consideration recognised by the acquirer in a business combination to which a AASB 3 – Business
Combinations applies, the entity made an irrevocable election to measure any subsequent changes
in fair value of the equity instruments in other comprehensive income, while the dividend revenue
received on underlying equity instruments will still be recognised profit or loss.
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The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 December 2021
g) Financial assets (cont)
Financial assets
A financial asset that meets the following conditions is subsequently measured at fair value through
other comprehensive income:
- the contractual terms within the financial asset give rise to cashflows that are solely payments of
principal and interest on the principle amount outstanding on specified dates; and,
- the business model for managing the financial asset comprises both contractual cashflows
collection and the selling of the financial asset.
Fair value
Fair value is determined based on current bid prices for all quoted investments. Valuation
techniques are applied to determine the fair value of all unlisted securities, including recent arms'
length transactions, reference to similar instruments and pricing.
Derecognition
Derecognition refers to the removal of a previously recognised financial asset or financial liability
from the statement of financial position.
Derecognition of Financial Assets
A financial asset is derecognised when the holders contractual rights to its cash flows expires, or the
asset is transferred in such a way that all the risks and rewards of ownership are substantially
transferred.
On derecognition of a debt instrument classified as fair value through other comprehensive income,
the cumulative gain or loss previously accumulated in the investment revaluation reserve is
reclassified to profit or loss.
On derecognition of an investment in equity which the Society elected to classify under fair value
through other comprehensive income, the cumulative gain or loss previously accumulated in the
investments revaluation reserve is not reclassified to profit or loss, but is transferred to retained
earnings.
h) Employee benefits
Employee benefits expected to be settled within one year have been measured at the amounts
expected to be paid. Employee benefits payable later than one year have been measured at the
present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made for those benefits only where this
amount is materially different from the current measured value.
Short term employee benefits
The provision for annual leave and time in lieu represents the amount which the Society has a
present obligation to pay resulting from employees’ services provided up to balance date. The
provision has been calculated at the amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled and
includes on-costs.
Long term employee benefits
The liability for employee benefits for long service leave represents estimated future cash outflows
to be made by the employer resulting from employees’ services provided up to the balance date.
In determining the liability for employee benefits, account has been taken of future increases in
wage and salary rates, and the Society's experience with staff departures.
i) Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Society has a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of past
events, for which it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will result and that outflow can
be reliably measured.
j) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks.
k) Comparative figures
Where necessary comparatives have been reclassified to ensure consistent presentation with the
current year.
USANZ
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S : F I N A N C I A L
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 December 2021
l) Critical accounting estimates and judgements
The directors evaluate estimates and judgements incorporated into the financial report based on
historical knowledge and best available current information. Estimates assume a reasonable
expectation of future events and are based on current trends and economic data, obtained both
externally and within the Society.
m) New accounting standards for application in future periods
The AASB has issued new, revised and amended Standards and Interpretations that have
mandatory application dates for future reporting periods. The Society does not expect them to have
any material effect on the Society's financial statements and will not be adopting them before the
mandatory application dates.
n) New Accounting Standards adopted in financial year
During the current year there were no new or revised Australian Accounting Standards issued which
had applicability for the Society.
o) Reserves
1) ETF Revaluation Reserve
The Society has created an EFT reserve to separately disclose the unrealised gains arising from the
Exchange Traded Funds investments (refer Note 6).
The movement will be disclosed in other comprehensive income section of the statement of profit
and loss and other comprehensive income and transferred to the EFT revaluation reserve each
year.
The increment amounted to $435,767 for the year ended 31 December 2021 (2020: $93,496).
2) Building Revaluation Reserve
The Society has created an Building reserve to separately disclose the unrealised gains arising from
the Edgecliff Building (refer Note 8).
The movement will be disclosed in other comprehensive income section of the statement of profit
and loss and other comprehensive income and transferred to the Building revaluation reserve each
year.
The increment amounted to $325,000 for the year ended 31 December 2021 (2020: NIL).
p) Change of accounting policies
The AASB undertook a reporting framework reform project for not-for-profit (NFP) entities. This
project began in 2019 and has as its objective the development of a simple, proportionate,
consistent and transparent financial reporting framework for all NFP private sector entities in
Australia.
Subsequently, the AASB released AASB 1053 - Application of Tiers of Australian Accounting
Standards and AASB 1060 - General Purpose Financial Statements – Simplified Disclosures for
For-Profit and Not-for-Profit Tier 2 Entities . AASB 1053 and AASB 1060 apply to financial years
beginning on or after 1 July 2021, and accordingly has been adopted by the Society for the year
ending 31 December 2021.
The adoption of AASB 1053 and AASB 1060 by the Society introduces the following changes to the
presentation of its annual financial statements:
- Transition from special purpose financial statements to general purpose financial statements
- Disclosure regarding related party transactions
- Disclosure separating audit and non-audit fees
- Key Management Personnel (KMP) remuneration
- Enhanced disclosure of risk management
- Disclosure of individually material income or expense items
The accounts for the year ended 31 December 2021 have been prepared in accordance with AASB
1053 and AASB 1060 which includes restating the 2020 financial information in a consistent and
comparable manner.
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The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 December 2021
Note 2 - REVENUE AND OTHER INCOME

2021
$

2020
$

Revenue
Operating activities
ASM revenues
Section revenues
Total revenue from operating activities

2,032,540
51,130
305,626
2,389,295

2,310,854
1,709,460
68,624
4,088,939

149,576
19,004
153,250
15,000
336,830

52,818
78,209
12,500
247,950
100,000
491,477

2,726,126

4,580,415

Other income
Dividends received
Interest received
Non-government grants
Government support - Covid Wage Subsidies
Government support - Covid Cash-flow Boosts/Grants
Total other income
Total revenue and other income
Note 3 - DEFICIT AND ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Significant items explaining the financial performance:
No ASM event was held during the year to 31st December 2021. The 2020 deficit included the 2020 ASM deficit of $1,247,241.
Note 4 - CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash on hand and at bank
Term deposits and notice of withdrawal accounts

2,543,072
5,683,694
8,226,766

591,377
8,019,565
8,610,942

21,982
24,750
46,731

29,057
29,057

4,274,146
4,274,146

2,714,929
2,714,929

The effective interest rate on short-term bank deposits was 0.23% (2020 - 0.82%)
Note 5 - RECEIVABLES
Accounts receivable
Investment income receivable

Note 6 - INVESTMENTS - at market value
Exchange traded funds

The culmulative unrealised gains/(loss) of $641,842 from the ETF revaluation is included in ETF revaluation reserve
and forms part of the total equity of the Society.
Note 7 - OTHER CURRENT ASSETS
Prepayments

333,632
333,632

75,071
75,071
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Notes to the financial statements
Note 8 - PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Plant and equipment - at cost
Accumulated depreciation
Carrying value
Building - carrying value - independent valuation - 21 April 2021
Accumulated depreciation
Carrying value

2021
$

2020
$

976,107
(621,558)
354,549

921,379
(558,422)
362,957

1,725,000
(135,698)
1,589,302

1,400,000
(130,785)
1,269,215

An independent valuation of $1,725,000 for the building and associated renovations was provided on 21 April 2021,
by AVG Valuers, Certified Practising Valuers.
Note 8a - MOVEMENT IN CARRYING AMOUNTS
Plant and equipment
Balance at beginning of the year
Additions
Depreciation
Carrying amount at end of the year

362,957
54,728
(63,135)
354,549

356,707
157,585
(151,335)
362,957

Building
Balance at beginning of the year
Revaluations
Depreciation
Carrying amount at end of the year

1,269,215
325,000
(4,914)
1,589,302

1,274,129
(4,914)
1,269,215

The revaluation increment of $325,000 is included in the $797,759 Building Revaluation Reserve and forms part
of the total equity of the Society.
Note 9 - PAYABLES
Sundry Creditors and Accruals

213,393
213,393

301,643
301,643

229,590
229,590

171,744
171,744

182,378
182,378

167,110
167,110

1,039,626
1,039,626

201,599
201,599

Note 10 - PROVISIONS
Current
Short-term employee benefits
Non Current
Long-term employee benefits
Note 11 - OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
Unearned Income
Note 12 - COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE
The Society has no capital commitments as at 31 December 2021.
Note 13 - CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
No contingent liabilities exist as at the date of this report.
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The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the financial statements
Note 14 - EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO REPORTING DATE
No event has occurred after the reporting date that would materially affect the results or state of affairs of the Society at
31 December 2021
Note 15 - RELATED PARTIES
Names of directors who held office at any time during the year:
Date of appointment

Date of appointment / retirement

13-Apr-15

Tyrone Carlin

Mark Frydenberg

12-Apr-13

Prem Rashid

13-Apr-19

Karen McKertich

16-Apr-16

Helen O'Connell

24-Apr-21

Robert Forsyth

21-Apr-20

Raj Gogia

Melvyn Kuan

24-Apr-21

Stephen Mark

18-Mar-14 to 07-Mar-21

John Miller
Leanne Shaw

24-Feb-18

Jeffrey Thavaseelan
Stephen Brough

24-Feb-18 to 24-Apr-21

Peter Heathcote

24-Apr-21

20-Feb-16

24-Apr-21

24-Feb-18 to 24-Apr-21

Remuneration of Directors
Directors provide their services on a voluntary basis. The President does not receive an annual allowance
but is reimbursed reasonable travel and other costs associated with his role and duties as President.
The Board Chair does not receive an annual allowance but is reimbursed reasonable travel and other costs associated
with his role and duties as Board Chair.
Other Directors are reimbursed for out of pocket expenses associated with their role and duties as
a Director.
Note 15(a) - RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
There were no related party relationships, transactions or outstanding balances for the year ended 31 December 2021.
Note 16 - REMUNERATION OF AUDITORS
Auditing the financial statements
Auditing the financial statements 2019
Non-audit professional services

2021
$

2020
$

18,500
5,858
24,358

14,000
19,500
1,400
34,900
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Notes to the financial statements
Note 17 - CASH FLOW INFORMATION
(a) Reconciliation of Cash
Cash at the end of the financial year as
shown in the Statements of Cash Flows
is reconciled to the related items in the
statement of financial position as follows:
Cash in hand and at Bank

2021
$

8,226,766
8,226,766

2020
$

8,610,942
8,610,942

(b) Reconciliation of Cash Flow and
Surplus/(Deficit) for the period
Surplus/(Deficit) for the period
Non cash flows in operating profit
Depreciation
Portfolio valued at market
Buildings revaluation
Gains on investment redemption
Changes in assets and liabilities
Decrease / (increase) in receivables
Decrease / (increase) in other assets
(Decrease) / increase in accounts payable
(Decrease) / increase in provisions and other liabilities
Net cash flows from operating activities

940,066

(849,264)

68,049
(435,767)
(325,000)
-

156,248
(93,496)
-

(17,675)
(258,561)
(88,250)
911,139
794,002

(5,071)
456,998
(65,077)
(405,528)
(805,190)

Note 18 - FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
In common with all other businesses, the Society is exposed to risks that arise from its use of financial instruments.
This note describes the Society's objectives, policies and processes for managing those risks and the methods used to
measure them. Further quantitative information in respect of those risks is presented throughout these financial
statements. There have been no substantive changes in the Society's exposure to financial instrument risks, its
objectives, policies and processes for managing those risks or the methods used to measure them from previous periods
unless otherwise stated in this note.
The Board has overall responsibility for the determination of the Society's risk management objectives and policies
and, whilst retaining ultimate responsibility for them, it has delegated the authority for designing and operating
processes that ensure the effective implementation of the objectives and policies to the Society's finance function.
The Society's risk management policies and objectives are therefore designed to minimise the potential impacts of
these risks on the Society where such impacts may be material. The Board receives quarterly financial reports through
which it reviews the effectiveness of the processes put in place and the appropriateness of the objectives and policies
it sets. The overall objective of the Board is to set policies that seek to reduce risk as far as possible without
unduly affecting the Society's operations.
Financial investments
The Society's financial investments consist of deposits with banks, short term deposits, ETF investments accounts receivable
and payable. The directors overall risk strategy seeks to assist the Society meet its stated objectives whilst minimising potential
adverse effects on financial performance. The Society's main risks are interest rate and credit risk.
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Notes to the financial statements
Note 18 - FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (cont)
The Society's financial assets and liabilities and their respective interest rates are as follows:
Financial assets

Rate
Business cheque accounts
Business cash reserve
CMA investment option
Notice of withdrawal-31 day
Term notice-90 day

2021
$
Interest
Bearing

0.01%
0.01%
0.25%
0.35%

ETF investments
Receivables

2021
$
Non Interest
Bearing
1,508,568

1,034,503
2,102
5,681,592

2020
$
Non Interest
Bearing
214,625

2,354,634
376,753
2,099
5,662,832

4,274,146
10,992,343

2020
$
Interest
Bearing

2,714,929
46,731
1,555,300

11,111,246

29,057
243,681

Financial liabilities
Business credit cards
Payables

14.25%

2,633
2,633

7,770
125,308
125,308

7,770

128,146
128,146

Sensitivity analysis
The following table illustrate sensitivities to the Society's exposure to changes in interest rates. The table indicates the impact on how profit
and equity values reported at balance date would have been affected by a change in the relevant risk variable that management considers to
be reasonably possible. The sensitivities assume that the movement in a particular variable are independent of other variables.

INTEREST RATE SENSITIVITY CALCULATED AT +/- 1.0%

2021
$

2020
$

Change to profit
Change to equity

+/- 84,189
+/- 84,189

+/- 41,568
+/- 41,568

Credit risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk with respect to recognised financial assets at balance date, excluding the value
of any collateral or other security, is the carrying amount of those assets, net of any provisions for doubtful debts,
as disclosed in the statement of financial position and notes to the financial statements.
Net fair values
The financial assets and liabilities that are readily traded in a quoted market are valued at the quoted market bid price at
balance date. For other financial assets and liabilities that are not readily traded their fair values are materially in line with
carrying values.
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Notes to the financial statements
Note 19 - KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
Any person(s) having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the Society, directly or
indirectly, including any director (whether executive or otherwise) of the Society, are considered Key Management Personnel
The aggregate compensation made to members of Key Management Personnel of the Society is set out below:
2021
$
Short-term employee benefits
Other long-term benefits

828,048
12,656
840,703

Note 20 - MEETINGS OF OFFICERS
Director's name

Stephen Brough
Tyrone Carlin
Mark Frydenberg
Raj Gogia
Leanne Shaw
Peter Heathcote
Melvyn Kaun
Stephen Mark
Karen McKertich
John Miller
Prem Rashid
Robert Forsyth
Jeffrey Thavaseelan
Helen O'Connell

Directors meetings
Number of
meetings eligible
Number attended
to attend
3
6
6
3
3
6
3
2
6
6
6
6
3
3

Note 21 - SOCIETY DETAILS
The registered office and principal place of business of the Society is:
Suite 512, Eastpoint
180 Ocean Street
Edgecliff NSW 2027
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3
5
5
2
3
6
3
2
6
6
6
6
3
3

2020
$
916,189
14,003
930,192
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A N N UA L R E P O R T S :
B OA R D O F U R O L O G Y R E P O RT
Board of Urology Report
Robert Forsyth,
Chair, Board of Urology
It is with great pleasure that I present the Board
of Urology report to the USANZ membership.
Surgical education, like surgery itself, is
continually evolving and new techniques can
rapidly render the old obsolete. Change is driven
by the need of the community for proficient
contemporary surgeons and shaped by the
resources available to realise this outcome. The
Board of Urology acknowledged the progress
in surgical education in initiating its curriculum
review to incorporate the most up-to-date
practices, and events of the past 2 years have
emphasised how rapidly this must adapt to
the external pressures brought to bear upon it.
We have seen substantial changes in training
delivery during the pandemic, and while
many are a compromise of necessity, selective
implementation will improve our education
methods once their requisite use diminishes.
The last 12 months have continued to challenge
the Board of Urology and those involved in
training. The ongoing disruptions and restrictions
surrounding the pandemic created additional
complexities in the management and delivery
of the training program, and consumed
considerable time and energy
I am extremely grateful for the continuing
dedication and commitment from all members
of the Board and others who have provided
guidance and knowledge throughout the
year. Despite the challenges and obstacles,
our achievements over the last 12 months are
testament to this combined effort.
Our Regional Training Chairs have played pivotal
roles in disseminating pertinent information
to Training Supervisors via their Committees
and conveying training related concerns to the
Board for discussion. Whilst there is considerable
deliberation at Board meetings regarding a range
of training matters, I am proud that the Board has
worked productively and respectfully on all issues
despite a diversity of opinions and ideas.

A number of Regional Chairs will complete their
terms in office in early 2022. Marc Heinau (NZ),
Lydia Johns Putra (VIC incl TAS), and Jon-Paul
Meyer (QLD) finish in February and Michael Wines
(NSW) and Rick Catterwell (SA) in May. All have
made substantial contributions to the Board during
their tenure, and for many years prior in their roles
as supervisors and trainers. It has been immensely
satisfying to work with a group of individuals so
committed to our trainees and improving the
standard of Urological training in Australia and
New Zealand. I extend my gratitude to them on
behalf of the Board and thank them all for the
dedication they have demonstrated to the role.
Rob Goodwin (WA) has likewise been a valuable
contributor to the Board over the past 2 years,
and I thank him for his willingness to continue his
commitment to the Board for a second term as
the WA Regional Chair.
I would like to acknowledge the contribution
of Richard Grills as the Urology Representative,
SIMG Assessment and Management. Richard
has been inspirational in his dedication to
Urological training for many years, holding
assorted positions on the Board and investing
fully in each to enrich our program. He remains
a strong advocate for our trainees and continues
to progress initiatives to enhance the supervision
and assessment of our SIMGs.
Ken Chow concluded his role as Trainee
Representative in November. He conducted
himself admirably in a vital role providing an
interface between the Board and Trainees to
facilitate communication and transparency. I
thank him for his contribution and wish him every
success in the remainder of his training.
Michael Holmes (NZ), Kathryn McLeod (VIC),
Jacob Gleeson (QLD), Arman Kahokehr (SA) and
Anthony Hutton (NSW) will join the Board in 2022
and we look forward to their input.
Jacob Gleeson is also representing the Board
of Urology on the Rural Health Equity Advisory
Group which will review specific initiatives
of the Rural Health Equity Strategic Action
Plan and provide input and feedback to the
Steering Committee, ensuring consultation with
appropriate stakeholders.
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Impact of the Pandemic on Training
SARS-CoV-2 continues to have a significant
impact on all facets of surgical education and
training. While this has been variable in severity,
the potential for negative consequences on
trainee experience has been highlighted by
training institutions around the world. Despite
all efforts to the contrary, trainees cannot be
insulated from events of such global significance
which have reduced the breadth and depth of
technical experience. In comparison to some
specialties, we have been relatively fortunate
to continue delivering some of our surgical
services, including some surgical oncology and
endourology, this providing valuable experience
for our trainees. We remain hopeful that as
resumption of normal surgical activity occurs there
will be opportunity for concentrated experience,
and the true impact of the pandemic on training
will be difficult to assess for some time to come.
The uncertainty presented by the pandemic
and associated restrictions remains problematic,
particularly with relation to RACS activities
including examinations and courses. The Board
continues to adhere to the RACS overarching
principles developed at the commencement of
the pandemic, addressing issues as they arise in
reference to these.
It is pleasing to witness the extent to which
alternative methods of education have been
embraced. As a result, clinical and educational
activities have by and large continued, both on
a local and regional level, albeit often in a virtual
format with the associated compromises. This
has allowed the continued progression of our
trainees through the program in all instances.

Trainees
It has without doubt been a difficult time for our
trainees. While they have been shielded from some
of the issues facing fellows, the public hospital
systems in which they predominantly work have
borne the brunt of pandemic related disruption.
Additional restrictions on social interaction have
compounded these difficulties through isolation,
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lack of access to recreation, and limited opportunity
for valuable educational interaction. I commend
our trainees for their resilience in meeting
these challenges and making the most of the
opportunities afforded them. They have continued
to provide excellent care for their patients despite
substantial constraints, often at risk to their own
health. I encourage they and their supervisors to
maintain an awareness and monitor their wellbeing
and that of their colleagues, not hesitating in
providing or seeking support as required.
At the end of 2021, there were 101 trainees
participating in the SET Program in Urology. The
distribution was as follows:
SET Level

Male

Female

Total

% Female

nSET1

15

5

20

33.3%

nSET2

16

2

18

11.1%

nSET3

12

7

19

37.8%

nSET4

15

5

20

33.3%

nSET5

12

3

15

20%

Interrupted

1

8

9

88.9%

Total Trainees

71

30

101

29.7%

We are pleased there has been increasing
interest in flexible training, and several trainees
have availed themselves of this, reflected in the
distribution above. We continue to emphasise
this as an option during their training and strive to
accommodate requests when received.
We would like to congratulate the following
who completed all components of the training
program during 2021 and wish them well in their
future urological career:
Modher Al-Shawi, Vincent Chan, Anthony Dat,
Luke Gibson, Simon Harley, Anton Maré, Kiran
Manya, Daniel McConnell, Michael Myint, Sunny
Nalavenkata, Jean O’Riordan, Jay Roberts, Aditya
Sharma, Deanne Soares.

Training Supervisors
Supervisors have faced significant challenges
over the past 2 years, and I thank them for their
commitment to training and the welfare of their
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trainees. They have invariably been willing to
deliver educational content by whatever means
available, allowing trainees to continue gaining
experience and knowledge to the best of their
ability. Their vital role in ensuring the smooth
running of the training program cannot be
understated. Pleasingly the RACS increasingly
recognises their status, with the development of
supervisor standards and the supervisor support
program. Our expectation is this will enhance
the skills of our supervisors to deal with the
complex situations they encounter, recognising
and rewarding their importance guiding the
development of our future surgeons.

Training Post Accreditation
Daniel Marshall concluded his term on the
Training Post Accreditation Sub-Committee in
early 2021 and we thank him for his dedication
and contribution, particular in terms of the
healthcare system in New Zealand. Liam Wilson
joined the Committee and joined the pool of
training post inspectors.
Despite the COVID related challenges, we
continued to closely monitor the maintenance
of standards within SET Urology training posts.
A large number of posts were inspected and
reviewed, as many had been deferred from
2020. Due to travel and associated COVID
restrictions, ten inspections were undertaken via
videoconference. Given the positive feedback
from all involved, we will continue to undertake
some inspections virtually, where appropriate.
We appreciate the large amount of time
dedicated by a committed cohort of inspectors
to ensuring training post standards are
maintained. Their thorough assessments and
collaborative approach with the hospitals and
trainers assures our trainees excellent conditions
and opportunities. I also commend the efforts of
trainers and supervisors in continuing educational
programs in the face of major disruptions to
normal hospital structure.

Examinations
We acknowledge the significant contribution of
the members of the Urology Court of Examiners,
particularly those ‘retired’ examiners who have
assisted with the conduct of decentralised
examinations over the past 2 years. We thank
Glen Wood for his guidance and leadership
during his term as Senior Examiner. Glen has
performed exceptionally in a role made incredibly
difficult by the pandemic. His determination to
conduct examinations while maintaining safety
and the integrity of the assessment, and then
manage the personnel and logistics required to
sit multiple examinations in multiple locations,
was inspiring. We look forward to working with
John Stanley who has now taken over this role.
The unpredictable nature of COVID required
flexibility in the planning and execution of the
Fellowship Exams in 2021. The format used in
October 2020, with simultaneous exam delivery
to multiple cities was instituted in June. This
devolved model reduced the dependence on
international and interstate travel and enabled
the exams to proceed safely, for all candidates.
RACS initially cancelled the second sitting of the
Fellowship Exam. However, following extensive
feedback from a range of stakeholders, the exam
was reinstated and delivered once again as a
devolved model.
The following trainees passed the Fellowship
Examinations in 2021 and we would like to
congratulate them on their success:
Modher Al-Shawi, Mohit Bajaj, Ross Calopedos,
Vincent Chan, James Chen, Daniel Chia, Deborah
Friberg, Cindy Garcia, Andre Joshi, Jonathan
Kam, Jada Kapoor, Munad Khan, Ned Kinnear,
Kiran Manya, Alice Mistry, Jean O’Riordan, James
Sewell, Andrew Shepherd, Deanne Soares, Luke
Wang, David Wetherell, Marianna Zukiwskyj.
There were 16 trainees who passed Surgical
Sciences Examination in Urology in 2021. This
exam was held in June and October. The Frank
Gardiner Award was presented to the trainees
attaining the highest score at each sitting. The
recipients were Jack Crozier (QLD) in the June
exam and Bashar Matti (NZ) in the October exam.
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Selection
John Preston concluded his term on the
Selection Sub-Committee in 2021, and we
acknowledge his knowledge, dedication and
contribution to the selection process. We look
forward to working with Jacob Gleeson, who has
replaced John.
As the tenure of some Sub-Committee members
conclude during 2022, new Committee members
will be appointed in early 2022. Outgoing
members will remain to participate in the
selection process to provide guidance, support
and expertise, thus ensuring a smooth transition.
A selection process was undertaken in 2021
for entry into the SET Program in Urology in
2022 and 47 doctors applied. The following 16
new trainees were selected and will commence
clinical training in 2022:
Elliot Anderson, Dominic Bagguley, Oliver
Best, Alexandar Blazevski, Magnus Cheesman,
Christopher Ciampa, Thomas Clarkson, Daniel
Costello, John El-Khoury, Bishoy Hanna, Mo Li,
Cameron Parkin, Bradley Reynolds, Benjamin
Storey, Jo-Lynn Tan, Pravin Viswambaram
The Board also appointed Stuart Jackson,
Paul Doan and Sean Ong who have deferred
commencement of clinical training in 2022.
Successful completion of the Clinical Examination,
as a mandatory eligibility requirement for
selection was due to be instituted in 2022 (for
the 2023 intake). Given the limited opportunities
for potential applicants to undertake the exam
in 2021, this requirement will be deferred until
selection in 2023 (for the 2024 intake).

Curriculum Development Activities
Andrew Fuller concluded his term on the
Education Sub-Committee in 2021 and we
acknowledge his involvement and commitment,
particularly in the development of the new
curriculum.
In early 2021, an updated Curriculum was
published. It is classified as the intellectual
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property of USANZ under the RACS-USANZ
Collaboration Agreement, reflecting the
significant investment by USANZ and its
members in the curriculum’s development.
Whilst access is restricted to USANZ members,
the curriculum will be provided to SIMGs on
commencement of supervision, and to others on
request. The publication of graduate and training
program outcomes will be developed soon and
made freely available for public access.
Trainees will use the curriculum to guide their
learning, however, it is anticipated that the
Fellowship Examination will not be blueprinted
to the revised curriculum until 2023. Trainees
who are likely to present to the Examination in
2023 will be encouraged to use the curriculum to
guide their exam preparation.
The Board also introduced two new workplacebased assessments, with the Mini-CEX and DOPS
forms being replaced by the OPC (Observed
Patient Consultation) and OSP (Observed
Surgical Performance) forms, respectively.
Trainees have also been encouraged to complete
a Case Based Discussion (CBD) each quarter.
In due course, trainees will be guided as to the
cases/topic for these assessments to complete
the Entrustable Professional Activities.
In late 2021, Renu Eapen, Patrick Teloken,
Matthew Roberts, Shiva Nair, Arman Kahokehr
and Amanda Chung were appointed to a working
party to review and update the current research
requirements.

Awards
The Keith Kirkland and Villis Marshall Session
was incorporated into urology program at the
RACS ASC as this meeting provided the best
opportunity for trainees to showcase their research
in 2021. All research submitted by trainees was
deemed to be in accordance with the Keith
Kirkland criteria, comprising presentations of
studies with research endpoints having a direct
clinical impact, related to patient care. This
year the Award was won by Simeon Ngweso for
his presentation ‘Penile Cancer Survivorship in
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Western Australia Amongst Rural Patients and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People’.
Simeon was also the winner of the Villis Marshall
Award in 2019, which makes this an even more
impressive achievement. We extend our gratitude
to the Australasian Urological Foundation for its
generosity in supporting this award.

Educational Meetings
The Induction Course for incoming trainees
was held in February at meeting hubs in
Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth, Sydney
and Wellington. The course provided a general
overview of the SET Program in Urology as well
as some introductory urological training. We
thank the Consultants and Trainees who kindly
gave up their time to participate.
Trainee Week 2021 was held in late November. Due
to the pandemic, a decentralised meeting was again
organised with participants gathering in one of 6
hubs (over 5 time zones) which were then brought
together virtually. Our sincere gratitude is extended
to Michael Wines for his enormous effort in
convening this meeting and to the various members
of the NSW Section as well as other medical experts
who provided an educational stimulating meeting.
We are looking forward to Victoria hosting Trainee
Week in Melbourne in 2022.

Final Words
I am extremely appreciative of the unwavering
support of all involved in urological education
and training during my tenure as Board Chair
over the past 2 years. The understanding
and resilience of our trainees, trainers, and
supervisors in adapting to the circumstances and
adopting fresh approaches has been gratifying.
New education techniques have been embraced,
novel examination approaches developed,
and technological innovation harnessed for
administration and accreditation purposes. The
lack of personal interaction has been sorely
missed and resumption of face-to-face meetings
is eagerly awaited, but the efficiency gains ensure
many of these developments will remain in use.

The subcommittee structure adopted by the
Board in recent years has been of immense
assistance in reducing the commitments of
the Board Chair. I extend my thanks to Nestor
Lalak, Lydia Johns Putra and Richard Grills for
their support and dedication chairing these
subcommittees, and for their continuing
contribution to urological training and assessment.
The USANZ staff who provide the foundation for
our training program must be acknowledged.
Michael Nugara and the USANZ Board of
Directors have continually demonstrated care
and commitment to the welfare of our trainees
and the training program. Kirsten Isaacs remains
instrumental in organising much of our training,
and I thank her for the aid provided to our
supervisors, trainers, and regional training
committees. Deborah Klein must be commended
for her tireless investment in our trainees and
for the immense assistance she has provided
the Board, and particularly the Board Chair,
for many years. Her ability and willingness to
accommodate the idiosyncrasies of successive
chairs and provide the support and tolerance
required is astonishing. I have been persistently
thankful for her extensive knowledge gleaned
from many years of experience, and she will be of
immense support to Nestor Lalak as he assumes
the Board Chair this year.
It has been a great honour contributing to
the training of our future urologists, and to
share that opportunity with others committed
to upholding and improving the standards
of surgical education. I am grateful for the
support and valuable perspectives of all the
Board members in navigating the challenges
over the past 2 years. The pandemic reduced
the travel commitments for Board meetings to
the detriment of personal interaction, but as
many of us conclude our terms on the Board of
Urology I am confident the relationships forged
in these testing circumstances will endure, and
the incoming Board of Urology leaves Urological
training in very competent hands.
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Board of Urology
Robert Forsyth: Chair
Nestor Lalak: Deputy Chair
Michael Wines: Chair,
NSW/ACT Regional Training Committee
Rick Catterwell: Chair,
SA/NT Regional Training Committee
Marc Heinau: Chair,
NZ Regional Training Committee
Lydia Johns Putra: Chair,
VIC (incl TAS) Regional Training Committee
Jon-Paul Meyer: Chair,
QLD Regional Training Committee
Robert Goodwin: Chair,
WA Regional Training Committee
Glen Wood: Senior Examiner (retired October 2021)
Prem Rashid: President, USANZ
Mark Frydenberg: Urology Representative,
RACS Council
Richard Grills: Urology Representative,
IMG Assessment and Management
Ken Chow: Trainee Representative
Michael Nugara: CEO, USANZ

Sub-Committee Chairs
Robert Forsyth, Education
Lydia Johns Putra, Selection
Nestor Lalak, Training Post Accreditation
Richard Grills, SIMG

Deputy Chairs, Regional Training Committees
Anthony Hutton (NSW)
Kathryn McLeod (VIC)
Jacob Gleeson (QLD)
Arman Kahokehr (SA)
Michael Holmes (NZ)
Kara McDermott (WA)

USANZ Support Personnel
Deborah Klein, Education and
Training Manager, USANZ
Kirsten Isaacs, Training Administrator
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Continuing Professional
Development Report
Peter Heathcote
USANZ aims to provide a CPD program that is
easily accessible with quality learning exercises
and strives to offer strong encouragement to
members to ensure that their performance
follows best practice.
Regrettably, in 2021 the COVID-19 pandemic
severely impacted this program, with the ASM
and some Section meetings cancelled. However,
USANZ conducted a urology program at the
RACS Annual Scientific Congress. This was a
hybrid meeting and USANZ also facilitated
attendance by hosting hubs in several cities.
There were also online educational programs
available to members throughout the year,
including the virtual BAUS, EAU and UAA
congresses, several webinars run by EAU and
other associations, and COVID-19-specific
content from RACS.
Many of our members are very generous with
their time in tutoring and mentoring colleagues
when gaining and improving new skills. By
learning from our peers and benchmarking
ourselves against the world’s best practice,
we can rapidly reach good performance
status, especially with the introduction of new
technologies.
One of the strategies that continued in 2021
was providing USANZ Trainees, Full Members
and Associate Urological Members with free
access to BJUI Knowledge (BJUIK), an online
CPD / CME initiative developed by BJUI. As
well as providing high-quality and interactive
e-learning that supports continuous professional
excellence in Urology, members can record all
their professional development activities on the
BJUI Knowledge platform anywhere and at any
time using any device.
We encourage members to participate in the
PCOR-ANZ initiative, which is approved as an
audit activity under the RACS CPD program.

A N N UA L S C I E N T I F I C M E E T I N G S
Please support our Society’s endeavours in
keeping us abreast of the latest developments
and the world’s benchmarks and outcomes by
attending (when they recommence post-COVID)
the Section Meetings, our ASM and all the great
satellite meetings that occur during the year.
Other upcoming educational opportunities
include the UAA 2022 hosted by USANZ in
Sydney from 4 to 8 October. As we all know,
attending these meetings fulfils many of the
criteria we need for recertification by the College.
Members are encouraged to support the USANZ
BJUI journal supplement; please continue to
submit papers for publication. Most urological
journals are available online, either directly or
through the College.

Annual Scientific Meetings
Melbourne 2023
Declan Murphy, Convenor
We are very much hoping that the 2023 USANZ
ASM heralds not just a return to some sort of
normality for scientific meetings, but also heralds
the dawn of a new-look scientific meetings in the
post-pandemic era. While we have all yearned
for the return of in-person meetings, we also
recognise that the virtual and hybrid meeting
experience also brought certain advantages for
delegates. Virtual participation certainly allows
those who cannot physically attend to benefit,
and certainly for delegates in low and middleincome countries, virtual education was greatly
enabled by the sudden shift to virtual meetings
during the pandemic. We are learning lessons
from this and are planning for an ASM that will
have the best of both worlds.
The 2023 ASM will return to a more familiar date
in the calendar, taking place from 25-28 February
at the Melbourne Convention & Exhibition
Centre, scene of a very successful ASM back in
2018. We are working with a terrific committee to
put together a fantastic program which we know
you will enjoy. Please mark the dates in your diary,
and we’ll see you in Melbourne in February 2023!
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Specialty Elected Councillor to RACS
Mark Frydenberg
2021 continued to be another COVID dominated
year and RACS once again appreciates the
close working relationship with the leadership
of USANZ. The highlight of the relationship
was clearly the USANZ presence at the College
ASC and we sincerely thank Henry Woo as the
Urological Convenor, as well as all Urologists who
presented, Chaired or attended the meeting in
person or in the various hubs.
There has been significant advocacy work
performed by RACS, with USANZ assistance
regarding the pandemic response, limitations of
elective surgery, and surgical representation on
the COVID-19 guidelines taskforce with regular
communication and meetings with the health
authorities within all States and Territories as well
as Aotearoa New Zealand.
Ongoing advocacy has also been performed
regarding proposed prosthetic list changes,
proposed mandatory notification of morbidity
associated with implanted devices, surgical
titling - namely those who can legally use the
term “surgeon”, the formation of an anti-racism
working group and ongoing environmental and
road trauma related advocacy.
Educationally 2021 again proved difficult with
uncertainty if an examination could be held late
in the year. After initially making the decision
that it would not be feasible or safe to conduct
the examinations, this was reviewed by RACS
and all training boards and in due course the
examinations were re-introduced successfully.
We congratulate all urologists who successfully
obtained their Fellowship but would like to
pay enormous credit to the Chair of the Court
of Urology, Glen Wood, and all urologists who
contributed to the successful outcome by
volunteering their services as hub examiners.
RACS also wish to thank the Chair of the Board
of Urology Robert Forsyth, the entire Board of
Urology, and in fact all supervisors and trainers
for their tireless work teaching, mentoring and
supervising trainees and their progress. Urology
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is well represented on Council with myself serving
as Chair ofHealth, Policy and Advocacy and Henry
Woo as Chair of Research and Academic Urology.
On behalf of Henry and myself it has been our
pleasure and honour to represent our speciality
within RACS and certainly my great honour being
the Urology elected Council member. If there is
anything that I can personally do to assist any
urologist in their dealings with RACS please feel
free to contact me, as I am keen to work for our
membership to ensure a strong urology voice is
heard within the RACS Council.

Victoria
Homi Zargar
Executive Committee Members
Paul Gilmore: Victorian Executive
Committee Chair (until October 2021)
Homi Zargar: Victorian Executive
Committee Chair (from October 2021)
Joseph Ischia: Treasurer/ AMA Representative
Mark Frydenberg: Federal USANZ Representative
Lydia Johns Putra: Regional Training
Committee Chair
Ken Chow: Trainee Representative
Victorian Section Meeting (Virtual)
The Victorian Section Meeting was held as a
virtual meeting on Friday, 22 October 2021.
The meeting was attended by a total of 124
participants. The scientific program included
seventeen invited speakers and nineteen abstract
presenters. The overall theme of the meeting was
“Practice of Urology in the era of COVID-19”.
James Sewell won the Peter Lawson Award for
the best Victorian Registrar based on aggregate
performance over three years of training (nSET2nSET4). Simeon Ngweso won the Keith Kirkland
Prize at the RACS Annual Scientific Congress.
Best Victorian Registrar Presentation prize was
awarded to Niranjan Sathianathen.
Education and Training
Of the 47 applicants who applied for entry to
the SET Program in Urology (2022 intake), 12
were from Victoria. There were 10 shortlisted
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for the interview, of which 5 were successful.
Seven Victorian trainees were successful in the
Fellowship examination in 2021; five passed the
Clinical Examination, and six passed the SSE
(Urology) Exam. Five trainees completed their SET
Urology Training.

South Australia/Northern Territory
John Miller
The past twelve months has represented a
continuation of the events of 2020 with the
COVID-19 related restrictions ongoing. I am
pleased that all trainees were still offered every
opportunity to participate and perform elective
surgery and telephone/video consulting within
the SA Health restrictions. The same can be said
for those working in the private sector who are still
suffering a period of down time as a consequence
of the restrictions on surgery and consulting
following the opening of the SA borders in late
November 2021. We are hoping some normality
will return within the next 1-2 months. Most
meetings have remained in the virtual platform
using Microsoft Teams and Zoom.
Mark Lloyd has stepped down as Head of the
QEH Urology Unit, with Rick Catterwell taking
over that role, within the Central Adelaide Local
Health Network. Nick Brook and Dan Spernat
have moved to full time private practice and I am
sure the local Urology members join with me in
thanking them for their service. During the year
Diwei Lin joined the RAH Urology Service as an
additional consultant.
We remain grateful to all the Urologists in SA
who continue to willingly give their time for
education, training and service to the community
but especially those in official positions of
responsibility. Rick Catterwell continued as Chair
of the SA Regional Training Committee with the
individual hospital supervisors remaining, Raj
Singh-Rai (RAH), Jason Lee (FMC), Jonathon Cho
(QEH) and Arman Kahkoehr (Deputy Chairperson)
from the Lyell McEwin.
No South Australian based applicant was
successful in obtaining a training position in 2021,
however we are pleased to welcome Jo-Lynn Tan

from Victoria into the SET Urology program at
Flinders Medical Centre in 2022 and wish her every
success during her training here in South Australia.
The local training program continues to grow with
excellent on the ground training in each public
post. Regular online and face to face tutorials and
another successful local hub for the virtual trainee
week held late in 2021. The improvisation from
Rick Catterwell and his training supervisor team is
to be applauded.
Mark Siddins and Alan Stapleton both former
Urology Heads of Unit at SALHN announced
their retirement from practice. We all thank them
for their hard work, excellent patient care and
education of the urology trainees who worked
under them. Alan in particular deserves our
admiration and appreciation for setting up the
SA Prostate Cancer Collaboration in the mid to
late 1990’s a data base and research tool which is
going from strength to strength. We wish them
both a fun-filled, interesting, prosperous and
healthy retirement.
Similar to 2020 the COVID restrictions resulted
in no SA and NT Section Meeting in 2021. The
financial situation of the SA and NT Section
remains solid under the oversight of USANZ, and
as per the discussion at the 2019 Section Business
Meeting, a further commitment was made to the
SA PCOC Data Base. Alex Jay and Rick Catterwell
have committed to convening the 2022 Section
meeting should it be allowed.
Despite restrictions regional areas continue to be
well served by Urologists visiting from Adelaide.
Currently, the towns covered include Victor Harbor
(Andrew Fuller), Murray Bridge (Rick Catterwell
and Alex Jay), Clare and Wallaroo (Kym Pese),
Port Pirie (Raj Singh Rai), Port Augusta (Jonathon
Cho), Port Lincoln and Whyalla (Jehan Titus),
Berri (James Aspinall), Naracoorte (John Miller),
Millicent (Mark Lloyd) and Mount Gambier
(Michael Chong, Matthew Hong and Alex Jay).
Country Health SA is continuing to support this
individualised approach, and I applaud those
who give their time to assist the rural and remote
services within South Australia.
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In the Northern Territory, Henry Duncan continues
to work with assistance from South African
Urologist Dr Kenny du Toit, from Cape Town,
who is yet to complete his FRACS Urology
examination. Visiting Urologists from Adelaide and
Cairns continue to have a significant presence as
a fly-in/fly-out service in the private sector. Darwin
Hospital continues to provide an outstanding
opportunity for pre-SET training with a structured
program, including an ICU term, with excellent
experience in General Surgery with the option of a
dedicated Urology term.
My report needs to also note the passing of one
of the founding members of the SA & NT section,
Peter Alan Harbison FRCS FRACS (4th January
1929 – 1st January 2022) Peter was aged in his early
90’s and so many of those who knew him well in his
early life and during his time as a urologist have
predeceased him. A number of my senior, now
retired, colleagues remember Peter as a dynamic
personality who in his younger days was a strong
athlete who played Australian Rules Football
for the Sturt football club and was selected to
represent Australia at the then Empire games in
the pole vault.
Peter was the second South Australian to become
a full member of the Urological Society of
Australasia in 1965 and served as President and
ASM convenor in 1977/1978. He was President of
the SA section in 1976 and 1979 and also served
as a Vice President of the Societe Internationale
d’Urologie (SIU) during the 1970’s. He was
Examiner in Urology for the Royal Australasian
College of Surgeons (RACS) from 1974 -1980 and
served on the Surgical Board of Urology in 1979.
Peter retired from urology in 1991 and continued
to enjoy an active and interesting life until his
death on 1 January 2022.
Lastly, I thank all the members of the SA and NT
Section for supporting me as their representative
on the USANZ Board of Directors and for
providing feedback to me at a local level.
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Northern
Simon Pridgeon
The 2021 USANZ Northern Section meeting
was successfully held in October in Brisbane
with 92 delegates registered. The overwhelming
submission of high-quality abstracts made
the programme diverse and educational. The
contribution from local and interstate guest
speakers was the highlight of the meeting.
During the Section Business Meeting, discussion
on current PSA testing and PSA normal ranges
was debated.
The selection process for non-accredited
registrars / PHOs was also discussed and this
year I will be in touch will all Northern Section
units at the time of the RMO campaign to
recommend that selection is performed in
a timely and co-ordinated manner, so all
candidates are given a fair chance for selection.
The 2022 Section Meeting will be held on the
Gold Coast from 14 -16 October.

Aotearoa New Zealand
Leanne Shaw
The Aotearoa New Zealand Section has had both
a successful but also challenging year. I believe
out of difficult events positive progress is often
made. We have worked well together as a group
and made significant change that will hopefully
benefit many.
Stephen Mark departed from his Presidency
position prematurely which was a sad event for
the New Zealand Section. His enthusiasm, ideas,
leadership skills and free giving of his time are
still very much appreciated here in New Zealand
and he continues to be involved here as he always
has done. His departure has left no New Zealand
representation in the Boards Leadership Group.
We have made significant progress in Cultural
safety, competence and equity. We now have a
position statement on Institutional Racism, we
have a Māori Urological Representative, and
we will have a session at our Section meetings
dedicated to Māori health issues and education.
These sessions will be designed in collaboration
with our Māori colleagues. Several Urologists

R E P R E S E N TAT I V E A N D
SECTION REPORT S
attended a University course (MIHI 501) run by
the Māori Indigenous Health Institute. This was
invaluable and comprised of online modules
followed by a face-to-face day practicing using
the Meihana model and Hui Process which is used
to enhance the doctor-patient relationship. All
our Supervisors of Training and trainees will be
the next groups to complete this course. We are
moving forward to include Aotearoa in our name.
At our ASM in Queenstown we agreed at our
AGM that we needed to investigate how we
could increase Māori in our workforce. We are
setting up an Equity Committee and part of their
role will be to work with Māori to decide how
this should progress. This committee will have a
broad scope around all things related to equity
and has a member from RACS Māori Health
Advisory group on it. This group will also focus on
Te Rautaki Māori, the Māori Health Action plan
devised by RACS.
We recognise the importance of having Māori
representation when decisions are made
regarding urological strategic planning. Currently
New Zealand does not have a Board of its own, so
we use our Clinical Directors meeting to discuss
issues, our Māori representative is included in
these meeting.
Although it was challenging, we managed to
complete trainee selection and Fellowship
exams with our two candidates being successful.
Thank you to those examiners that came out of
examining retirement. Trainee Week also went
ahead although in a different format once again.
They did manage to be face-to-face in Wellington
with interaction with their Australian counterparts
via Zoom.

We decided to postpone the Section Meeting
from November to February hoping that we
would achieve a face-to-face meeting, but
Omicron has stopped that. We are still running a
virtual meeting over two days. This will give us a
chance to at least listen to some presentations,
have our AGM and for our trainees and potential
trainees to present which we feel is important.
New Zealand is undergoing major health reforms.
Our current system of District Health Boards is to
be replaced with a central Health New Zealand
and a Māori Health Authority. We have already
begun to engage with both groups to ensure
Urology is well represented in the future of our
health system.
At our AGM we also instituted research grants
for two junior Doctors each year to encourage
these smart young Doctors to take up urology
as a career. $10,000 will be provided each year
with our academic urologists taking charge of
selecting successful candidates.
Several of our members have been involved in
work around mesh. This includes committees on
removal, credentialling and education. It is likely
a document regarding this will be available from
our Ministry of Health soon.
Our members continue to give their time to
multiple committees with some joining the newly
formed Diversity and Inclusion committee at
USANZ and the Rural committee at RACS.
We have welcomed back our trainees who have
been away on fellowship and welcomed new
SIMGS, they are valued members of our group.
I look forward to a successful 2022.
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AU S T R A L A S I A N U R O L O G I C A L
F O U N D AT I O N R E P O R T
continue. The agreement is active.

Australasian Urological Foundation
Michael Rochford, Chair
Reporting Activities During 2021
The financial position of the Foundation is secure
and has remained stable throughout 2021. The
Foundation is a Registered Charitable Organisation
by the ACNC. The ATO has also declared that
donations to the Foundation are Tax Deductible.
Travel Grants
Due to travel restrictions as a result of COVID-19,
Travel Grants were not offered for tenure in 2021
or 2022.
Foundation Speaker at USANZ 2021 ASM
No sponsorship required due to the cancellation
of the 2021 ASM..

Due to Privacy Laws relating to personal data,
each USANZ member will need to make an
individual application to the SIU. Urology
Trainees are already SIU members and take
part in SIU Academy Educational exercises.
Membership is also open to Senior Members of
USANZ.
Income and Expenditure
As expected, total income for the year 2021 has
been reduced due to low interest rates affecting
returns on deposited funds. This has been
countered by improved return on equities.
With the reduced expenditure on Grants due to
the Covid-19 restrictions the overall balance of
funds will remain stable.
Financial Statements

Keith Kirkland and Villis Marshall Awards

The Financial Statements to 31st December 2021
are still in preparation.

The AUF sponsored the Keith Kirkland Prize
at $2500 for 2021. The recipient of the Keith
Kirkland Prize in 2021 was Simeon Ngweso.

The Board would like to thank all members who
make donations to the Foundation, which is for
the benefit of all members of the Society.

Group Membership of SIU
The Foundation has continued with its
agreement with the Board of the Société
Internationale D’Úrologie (SIU) to fund Group
Membership of all members of USANZ which will
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USANZ Prizes and Awards
Keith Kirkland and Villis Marshall Awards
These awards are for the best presentations
by SET Urology trainees in the Keith Kirkland/
Villis Marshall session at the Annual Scientific
Meeting. The Keith Kirkland Award is for the best
presentation of research undertaken in a clinical
environment. The Villis Marshall Award is for the
best presentation of research undertaken in a
full-time academic/scientific environment. The
awards consist of a cash prize of $1,000 from
USANZ and an AUF Travelling Fellowship to the
value of $2,500 to present their work overseas..
Alban Gee Award
This award is for the best poster presentation
by a USANZ Member (including SET Urology
Trainees) at the Annual Scientific Meeting. The
award consists of a cash prize of $500 from
USANZ.
BAUS Trophy
USANZ awards this trophy for the Best Scientific
Podium presentation by a Full Member of USANZ
at the Annual Scientific Meeting. The recipient’s
name is engraved on the BAUS Trophy alongside
all previous BAUS prize recipients. The award also
includes complimentary registration to attend the
BAUS Annual Meeting the following year.
Low-Arnold Award in Female
and Functional Urology
This award is for the Best Podium or Poster
Presentation in the field of Female or Functional
Urology presented at the Meeting by a Full
Member of USANZ. The award consists of a
$1500 cash prize.

Platinum Trophy
The Platinum Trophy is for the Best Endeavour
presented by a Full Member of USANZ. The
prize includes a Trophy and free registration
for the USANZ Annual Scientific Meeting the
following year.
Young Investigator Award
This award was presented to the Principal
Investigator of a paper presented at the USANZ
ASM in the field of Functional and Female
Urology and is a cash prize of $10,000.
Christchurch Medal Award
USANZ introduced the Christchurch Medal to
recognise Urologists who demonstrated outstanding
acts for the benefit of others immediately following
the devastating earthquake on 22 February 2011 in
Christchurch, New Zealand. The criteria are:
a) Christchurch Medal Bravery Award for acts of
bravery in hazardous circumstances, where
the nominee risked personal injury and/or
death to save the life or render assistance to
someone in need.
b) Christchurch Medal Community Service Award
in recognition of urologists who have given
exceptional community service, where the
nominee has substantially contributed to the
improvement of the quality of life of members
of a community through humanitarian
endeavours.

2021 Award Winners
Keith Kirkland Award
Simeon Ngweso
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AG M AG E N DA

Agenda
The 75th Annual General Meeting of the Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand will
be held at 3.00 pm, Saturday 30th April 2022 as a Virtual Meeting.
1.		 Welcome
2.		 Present
3.		 Apologies
4.		 Proxies
5.		 Minutes of the 74th Annual General Meeting held at 3.00 pm on Saturday 24 April 2021
as a Virtual Meeting
6.		 Business arising from the minutes
7.		 President’s Report
8.		 Chief Executive’s Report
9.		 Secretary’s Report
10. Treasurer’s Report
11. Annual Reports of the Society (for noting)
		 11.1 Board of Urology
		 11.2 Royal Australasian College of Surgeons
12. Changes to Officeholders
13. General business
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MINUTES
Minutes of the 74th Annual General Meeting of the Urological Society of Australia
and New Zealand held virtually at a on Saturday 24 April 2021.
1

Present: 82 Voting Members
Adrian Folwell, Alarick Picardo, Alexandra Hockings, Andrew Tan, Angus Lecuona, Anthony Nixon,
Chew-Lin Yip, Christopher Hawke, Damien Bolton, Danielle Delaney, Darren Foreman, David
Mason*, David Winkle, Declan Murphy, Glen Wood, Helen O’Connell, Henry Woo, Hin-Wai Yap,
Jamie Kearsley, Jeffrey Thavaseelan, John Miller, John Stanley, John Yaxley, Jonathan Chambers,
Joseph Ischia, Justin Vivian, Jyotsna Jayarajan, Karen McKertich, Laurence Harewood, Lydia Johns
Putra, Manmeet Saluja, Mark Fraundorfer, Mark Frydenberg, Melvyn Kuan, Michael Chamberlain,
Mohamed Khadra, Nathalie Webb, Nathan Lawrentschuk, Nestor Lalak, Paul Anderson, Peter
Gilling, Peter Heathcote, Prem Rashid (President Elect, Chair), Richard Grills, Robert Forsyth, Shane
La Bianca, Simon Van Rij, Stephen Brough, Stephen Mark, Stuart Philip, Suzanne Beuker*, Trenton
Barrett, Yuigi Yuminaga. (53 attendees)
Proxies
Andrew Kennedy-Smith, Andrew Leinert, Andrew Williams, Anthony Beavan, Eva Fong, Giovanni
Losci, Glen Devcich, Grant Russell, Greg Malone, David Mason*, Ian Mundy, Jane MacDonald,
Jason Du, Jim Duthie, John Tuckey, Jonathan Masters, Kampta Samalia, Kesley Pedler, Kevin Bax,
Kim Broome, Liam Wilson, Madhu Koya, Marc Heinau, Mischel Neill, Nicholas Buchan, Patrick
Meffan, Shiva Nair, Sum Sum Lo, Suzanne Beuker*, Timothy Smith, Uri Hanegbi. (31 proxies)
* 2 Members who attended the meeting also submitted a proxy and are recognised in both lists.
Any votes cast by the member during the meeting overrides any directions contained in the
proxy submitted. If the member did not vote in the meeting, the directions in the proxy stand.
In attendance
M Nugara (CEO); Geoff Bloom (HWLE Solicitors), D Klein (E&TM), J Street (Communications), M
Bennison (GSC - Minutes), Gavin Reed (Lumi).

2

Apologies
Darren Katz, Leanne Shaw, Raj Gogia.

3

Welcome
Quorum
“No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum of members is present
in person which shall not be less than 5% of all Full Members of the USANZ.”
There being greater than the requisite 5% of all Full Members and Fellow present, the meeting
was declared quorate. (As at 22 April 2021, the number of Full Members of USANZ totalled 605.
Therefore at least 31 members were required to be present to achieve a quorum).
The quorum for this meeting is 31 voting members and the Chair confirmed that 53 voting
members were in attendance and a further 29 members had submitted proxies.
The Chair declared the meeting opened at 3.02pm.
Eligibility to Vote
All current financial Full Members and Fellows of the Society are eligible to vote at the Urological
Society of Australia and New Zealand’s Annual General Meeting.
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Acknowledgement of New Zealand Section
The Chair noted and acknowledged the strong show of support from the New Zealand section
members for Stephen Mark, as demonstrated by the large number of proxies submitted. The
Board recognised their emotions about his resignation and have dedicated a session with
Stephen Mark later in the meeting to discuss these concerns.
Acknowledgement to the Aboriginal Islander and Torres Strait and Māori peoples
The Chair acknowledged the first people of both our nations. He acknowledged the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people including the Gadigal people of the Eora nation, as the
traditional custodians of the land where the USANZ office is located in Edgecliff, as well as the
traditional landowners of the lands where we all work and live. He paid respect to the elders past,
present and future. In addition, the Chair offered a translation of the Māori Welcome. Welcome to
this house as a meeting place of those who follow the Southern Cross, a generous and heartfelt
welcome acknowledging the Māori as the people of the land of New Zealand and respect their
continuing connection to culture, land, waterways, community and family.
Agenda, voting processes and meeting format
The Chair formally declared voting open on all USANZ resolutions.
He outlined the format of the meeting and advised that there will be 3 question and answer
sessions: the first after ordinary business; the second dedicated to discussion on the proposed
Constitutional changes and the third in General Business where there will be a discussion with
Stephen Mark about the events related to the 2020 NZ Section meeting.
The Chair advised that questions on any matter can be submitted at any time during the meeting
and they will be addressed in the appropriate Q&A session.
Voting will remain open throughout the meeting and notice will be given before it closes. The
results of voting on all resolutions will be announced as a block at the end of the USANZ meeting
and before the commencement of the ANZAUS meeting.
The Chair thanked those members attending the AGM and read out the names of members who
had sent their apologies or lodged proxies.
Declaration of Conflict of Interest
The Chair reminded members of their obligation to declare a conflict of interest, advising
that Any member who has a direct or indirect pecuniary or non-pecuniary interest in a matter
being considered, or about to be considered at the Annual General Meeting shall, as soon as
practicable after the relevant facts come to the member’s knowledge, disclose the nature of that
interest. Any declarations received will be recorded in the Minutes of the meeting.
A member who has a conflict of interest in a matter must not be present during any deliberations
by on the matter and is not entitled to vote on the matter.
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4

Minutes from the previous Annual General Meeting
The Chair reported that the minutes of the previous meeting were published in the annual report
with the AGM papers and requested members to submit any questions relating to business
arising from the minutes.
Resolution:
To accept the Minutes of the 73rd Annual General Meeting held at 3.00 pm on Saturday 25 July
2020 as a virtual meeting, as a true and accurate record of the meeting.
FOR: 70

5

AGAINST: 0

ABSTAIN: 8

CARRIED

Business Arising from the Minutes
No questions were raised from the floor relating to business arising from the minutes.

6

President’s Report
The Chair advised that the President’s report was prepared by Stephen Mark who requested that it
be taken as read. There were no questions from the floor on the President’s Report.
Resolution:
To Accept the President’s Report
FOR: 74

7

AGAINST: 1

ABSTAIN: 3

CARRIED

Chief Executive Officer’s Report
Michael Nugara, CEO spoke to his written report. Michael advised that the events of 2020 had a
profound impact on USANZ, which is anticipated to continue as we adapt to the evolving COVID-19
environment. He further noted that the 2020 ASM was cancelled one day before it was due to start
and before a pandemic had been declared so contractual obligations with the Sydney International
Convention Centre and other ASM venues remained in place. At the time of cancellation, the Board’s
decision was considered brave by some but with the benefit of hindsight, the decision proved to be
appropriate, and the leadership demonstrated by Stephen Mark in the midst of this crisis deserves
special mention. Michael also acknowledged the efforts of ASM Convener Jerard Ghossein and
Scientific Committee Chair Shane La Bianca for their work in the preceding months to develop what
promised to be an outstanding scientific program, and social program.  He advised that there was
considerable financial exposure, not only for the ASM, but that USANZ had managed to reduce this
by renegotiation of forward bookings for future ASMs, Section Meetings, training events and hosting
rights associated with the UAA Congress. The impact will be addressed further in the meeting under
the Treasurer’s Report.
Michael also reported on the digital transformation for the Society in 2020 which saw the launch of
4 new platforms including: a new website; transition to a new membership management system
which was used to issue membership subscriptions; a new finance system and the Communities
platform which includes UroChat, the first of a number of online communities we anticipate
launching over the next 12-18 months.
The remainder of the report was taken as read.
Resolution:
To accept the Chief Executive Officer’s Report.
FOR: 76

AGAINST: 0

ABSTAIN: 2

CARRIED
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8

Secretary’s Report
Peter Heathcote, Honorary Secretary, spoke to the written report. Peter acknowledged that 2020
saw the loss of 3 members, Peter Maher, Harvey John Alexander and Richard Turner-Warwick.
The report was taken as read.
Resolution:
To accept the Secretary’s Report
FOR: 77

9

AGAINST: 0

ABSTAIN: 1

CARRIED

Treasurer’s Report
Michael Nugara, CEO provided the Treasurer’s report, advising that unqualified audit clearance
was provided for the 2020 statutory accounts. He further reported that 2020 was one of the
most challenging fiscal periods for the Society due to both the direct impact of COVID and
the broader economy which saw interest rates fall to historic lows. He advised that the most
significant impact was the cancellation of the ASM which resulted in unavoidable costs along
with the refund of registration and sponsorship income. This resulted in the Society reporting
an overall deficit of $849,000 for the year, including unrealised gains on investments of
approximately $93,000. Operating review was $4,580,000 which was down by $430,000 on the
prior year.
Operating expenses were approximately $5,520,000, a net increase of approx. $838,000 on the
prior year. Meeting expenses were significantly higher compared to prior year which saw an
increase of approx. $1,240,000 which included bringing the ASM refunds to account. During
the year there was also an increase in the use of consultants and casual staff to assist with office
workload, while other operational expenses were well down on the prior year. A key contributor
to this was the reduction in travel costs.
The strength of the balance sheet played a key role in assisting the Society through the
challenges in 2020 and the balance sheet remains strong with total assets of more than
$13,000,000 and liabilities of $842,000. Looking forward, we anticipate the financial outcome in
2021 is likely to be another deficit with a key contributor being the postponement of the 2021
ASM. Discretionary expenditure continues to be reduced significantly with a freeze on staff
salary increases continuing for a second year, and the deferral of a new staff position. Overall,
the position is evolving as much uncertainty remains, however we will remain vigilant with a
proactive approach to managing the finances.
The report was noted.
Resolution:
To accept the Treasurer’s Report, which incorporates USANZ’s Financial Report for the year ended
31 December 2020.
FOR: 74
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AGAINST: 0

ABSTAIN: 4

CARRIED

MINUTES
10

BOU and RACS Specialty Representative Report
The Board of Urology report from Rob Forsyth and the RACS Specialty Representative Report
from Mark Frydenberg were noted.
Resolution:
To accept the reports from the Board of Urology and the RACS Specialty Representative.
FOR: 75

11

AGAINST: 0

ABSTAIN: 2

CARRIED

Question from the floor
11.1 The detail on our expenditure is minimal. Would it be possible to have much greater
disclosure on our expenditure than the 5 lines for a $5M turnover entity? I would like to
know details of how much has been spent on wages, travel specific projects such as the
nephrectomy audit just as a few examples. (Henry Woo)
Michael Nugara advised that he did not see any issues in providing more detail in the 2021
accounts.

12

Constitution
Prem Rashid introduced the Special Resolutions to amend the Constitution and welcomed Geoff
Bloom, a partner at HWL Ebsworth Lawyers who has provided legal advice to USANZ since 2015
and advised on the proposed constitutional changes. He asked Geoff to provide a brief outline of
the proposed amendments, these included:

13

•

Changes to the terms of Section Representatives

•

Changes to the definition of Full Member

•

Removal of Senior Member class replacing it with being an attribute of other
membership classes

•

Changes to disciplinary action and cessation of membership provisions.

Questions from the floor
13.1 I note and support the changes to the constitution. Is there a definition somewhere of what
defines an “external director”? (Mohamed Khadra)
Michael Nugara referred to Clause 57 of the existing Constitution which says that it’s on the
basis of needs and skill that may be required at any given time. There is no specific definition
per se, and it is up to the Board to decide what is required at the time.
Geoff Bloom also added that, as a matter of general law, an independent member would be
seen to be someone who was not a member of the organisation so a necessary criterion is
that the External Director not be a member.
Prem Rashid advised that there are no further questions on the Constitutional Amendments
and reminded members to finalise their voting for acceptance of the Previous Minutes, the
President’s Report, CEOs Report, Secretary’s Report, Treasurer’s Report and Constitutional
Amendments.
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Resolution:
That the marked amendments to the section of the Constitution headed “Board of Directors”
(clauses 48 - 62), relating to appointment and cessation of appointment of Sectional Representatives,
be adopted.
FOR: 74

AGAINST: 3

ABSTAIN: 0

CARRIED

Resolution:
That the marked amendments to all provisions of the Constitution, other than the marked amendments
in the section of the Constitution headed “Board of Directors” (clauses 48 - 62), be adopted.
FOR: 73
14

AGAINST: 3

ABSTAIN: 1

CARRIED

Changes to Office Holders
Prem Rashid welcomed Helen O’Connell, known to members for her many achievements and
who will be joining the Board as the new Vice President.
He thanked Peter Heathcote for his service to USANZ including his role as the Past President
over the last two years. Prem advised that Peter has agreed to continue as Past President for the
next two years which is provided under the Constitution.
Prem advised that there are 3 new Section Representatives on the Board. He thanked Jeff Thavaseelan
the outgoing Representative from WA for his service and his contribution. Prem welcomed Melvyn
Kuan as the new WA Representative and noted Melvyn’s past contribution on the Board of Urology.
Stephen Brough, the Tasmanian Section Representative will also be leaving the Board and Prem
thanked him for his contribution and his unique perspective. He welcomed Raj Gogia as the
incoming Tasmanian Representative.
Prem thanked Stephen Mark for his time both as President and as the New Zealand
Representative, amongst many roles he has held over the years. He welcomed Leanne Shaw as
the incoming NZ Section Representative and looked forward to working together.

15

General Business – NZ Section Events
15.1 Statement by the Chair
Prem Rashid addressed the meeting on the issues surrounding the New Zealand meeting,
summarising the events and the process followed by the USANZ Board.
• On March 7, the membership was notified of Stephen’s resignation. The Board expressed
their respect and appreciation for his contribution over many years, his leadership and
his resigning in the interests of the organisation. Prem noted that the events leading
to Stephen’s resignation early were unprecedented and had taken an immense toll
on Stephen, his family, as well as many members and others who felt impacted by the
events. He also noted that having a President who has done so much for the organisation,
stewarding it through COVID and who earned universal respect and affection, the
circumstances surrounding the resignation have been traumatic. The Board saw Stephen’s
decision to resign as a selfless act that put the reputation of USANZ first; the mark of a
leader who rose above his own interests on behalf of the organisation he led.
Prem advised that he was aware a number of members do not support the view of the
Board and hoped that by the end of today’s report, those members would understand
the Board’s reasoning and acknowledge they acted in good faith to protect USANZ.
He reaffirmed the importance of transparency surrounding these events and hoped the
organisation would move towards a shared view and understanding.
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• Prem gave a brief background on the incident at the USANZ New Zealand Section
meeting in November 2020 where a senior colleague made comments which were racist
toward Māori people. The urologist accepted his error of judgement, apologised the
next day and began work to heal the harm. However, the apologies were not immediate
and no one else called out the comments as racist at the time. Later it became evident
that some members were upset about the comments made and formal complaints were
lodged with the New Zealand Section and the Medical Council of New Zealand.
At the start of the second day of the Section meeting both Stephen and the urologist who
made the remarks apologised. In the ensuing period, other initiatives were put into place
and the NZ Section engaged in a program of action to seek to make amends and use
the incident as an opportunity to seek to improve the inequities that exist in Māori health
outcomes. The Section also proposed a position statement on racism and cultural equity.
The Board commends these responses and initiatives of the NZ Section and are hopeful
that good can come from these responses as led by Stephen.
• The NZ Section Meeting events were raised at a RACS Council Meeting on the 26
February 2021 as part of the routine report of indigenous issues by Dr. Maxine Ronald,
Chair of the RACS Indigenous Health Committee. The two urologists on the Council
were asked about the events and what USANZ had done about them. Comments were
made about USANZ which painted the organisation in a poor light. This was the first time
the urologists had heard of the NZ events as they had not been reported to the USANZ
Board. It is noted that RACS has presented the report as a matter of process and it was
assumed that the USANZ Board was aware of all that transpired.
• Over the next two days, the events in New Zealand and the reputational issues became
known to the USANZ Board. No other Board member had been made aware of the
incident despite the three-month timeframe and three Board meetings since the NZ
meeting. The Board was playing catch up trying to come to grips with an issue that
had the potential to damage USANZ’s reputation and several of Directors were directly
questioned about the events by RACS councillors. None of the comments made about
USANZ were complimentary.
Upon request Stephen provided a report of the events to the Board. USANZ’s policies in
relation to the Board’s responsibilities were reviewed and Stephen was asked to clarify why
the incident had not been reported to the Board which ordinarily would be required as a
matter of course.
• A Board meeting was held to consider issues related to duties and obligations of a
Director, including those set out in the USANZ Board Charter signed by each Director and
the USANZ Delegation Policy. The process issues considered related to 3 key areas.
• The first was a failure to inform the Board. In the provision dealing with the role of
President the Charter states that the President is “responsible for ensuring the Board
is made aware of any developments that may impact on USANZ as a whole”. Even
if Stephen conceived of himself as acting only in the capacity as New Zealand’s
Sectional Representative, the Charter states that “the primary duty of the Sectional
Representative is to ensure the Board is informed of significant issues that may
require an organisation response”. It was noted that problem was not just about New
Zealand and Māori but about a broader appearance of cultural insensitivity by USANZ
members in a public forum. The broader issue was that USANZ had appeared to not
have made an organisational response to a complaint of racism at a USANZ meeting.
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• The second issue was conflict of interest. The urologist who made the racist comments
at the debate is a long-standing colleague of Stephen. The Charter recognises that
“conflicts of interest can arise in many ways and may not present a threat as long as
they declared honestly and addressed proactively. But that undeclared conflicts risk
compromising USANZ impartiality and accountability, and in serious cases, may lead to
severe disruption of the society’s ability to function effectively”. In light of his closeness
to the urologist who made the comments, Stephen’s adoption of the leadership role
in responding to the complaints created a perception of conflict of interest which had,
and has the capacity to undermine the credibility of the response. In raising this issue,
it is stressed that there is no reason to believe that Stephen tempered his response
due to his relationship, but that the shortcoming of the process left USANZ vulnerable
to critics who could challenge the integrity and credibility of USANZ’s response.
• The final issue was acting without authority. The USANZ Delegations of Authority policy
states that it is integral to USANZ’s operation and management to ensure that “all
necessary functions are carried out by appropriately qualified people with appropriate
monitoring and reporting lines in place. It also states that all individuals are expected
to refrain from exercising their delegated authority if a conflict of interest presents itself
and to disclose that conflict of interest at the earliest opportunity”. In responding to
the complaints Stephen purported to act as President of USANZ despite having no
authority from the Board to represent the organisation, or the Board in this matter. He
took actions without Board input about highly sensitive and important issues and without
a Board mandate. The Board understood that Stephen felt his failure to inform them
and to declare and manage the conflict of interest, were not that serious given a greater
picture, and that the importance was further diminished due to the favourable outcomes
that he and the New Zealand Section obtained. The main difference of opinion with
Stephen was that notwithstanding his commendable leadership of the response, the
Board believed his failures of process had jeopardised USANZ’s position and reputation
leaving the organisation open to attack without the capacity represented by a Board
response to meet that attack. It was also put to Stephen that, by acting without informing
the Board and with a potential conflict of interest perceived or otherwise, he was
creating a precedent for behaviour by a President that in the Board’s view diminished the
workings of the office that is central to the workings of USANZ itself.
• A Board meeting was convened on the 4th March to give all parties a chance to consider
events and possible outcomes. Dr. Maxine Ronald, Chair of the RACS Indigenous Health
Committee and Professor Spencer Beasley, a NZ colleague who was also present at the
RACS Council Meeting attended the USANZ Board meeting.
Spencer provided his perspective of the events and his positive assessment of Stephen’s
handling of the complaints with wide consultation within the NZ community. He viewed
it as a positive opportunity arising from a very unfortunate incident. Maxine Ronald was
similarly positive in her assessment, recognising the work Stephen had put in to address
the long-standing health inequities of the Māori people. Maxine expressed surprise that
the incident had not been elevated to the full USANZ Board, which she had assumed had
been done. She mentioned that this fact had caused the Māori community to question
the sincerity of NZ Section’s response. Maxine and Spenser were then excused from the
Board meeting.
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Stephen advised the Board that he had been planning to report the incident once the
matter was resolved. The RACS report to the Council meeting had pre-empted his report
and raised the issues of unintended perception. It was agreed that all risk from this issue
had not been mitigated and remained an issue for USANZ. Stephen was then excused
from the meeting so the Board could continue its deliberations. What was not appreciated
at the time was the level of stress Stephen was under at this point. Prem acknowledged
that USANZ could have done better and apologised to Stephen for not recognising this
and offering additional support.
• The Board meeting went for over three hours and as it was getting late, particularly with
the time difference in NZ, Stephen was advised that he would be contacted the next day.
There was broad agreement amongst the Board that Stephen had handled New Zealand
issues well, excepting the failure to call out the behaviour at the time of the debate or any
other time during that day. The Board’s issue was in terms of process and Stephen’s failure
to follow the USANZ Board Charter. Each Board member outlined their views on how
USANZ should respond, with a lot of soul searching for all given the enormous respect
in which Stephen is held. There has been some criticism of the Board process in that
there were no New Zealanders on the Board at this stage as a consequence of the Board
structure, which in hindsight has been acknowledged as an issue.
The Board also considered the remaining risk to USANZ of appearing not to act when it
became aware of a failure of internal processes. By the end of the meeting, each member
stated that, if they were in a similar position, they would resign with immediate effect. The
consensus was that Stephen ought to consider doing the same. As a result, the Board
passed a resolution to encourage Stephen to consider resigning over the significant error
of judgement in not letting the Board know of a reputational damaging event and the
associated issues in a timely fashion as was required of him. This was passed unanimously.
The Board nominated Mark Frydenberg and Peter Heathcote to meet with Stephen and
his support person to inform him of the Board’s resolution.
• The Board was aware it does not have the power to impose sanctions on the President or
other Board members or to terminate their term of office and comments about forcing a
resignation are factually incorrect.
The Board does have the power to encourage a member of the Board to consider issues
of significance including any lapse of judgment about process, and consider what actions
may be taken, one of which would be resignation. The member of the Board may choose
to accept or decline the encouragement put forward.
• The morning of 5 March 2021 after the Board meeting and prior to being contacted by
the Board, Stephen sent an email to the Board offering his resignation. In this email he
outlined that he had reflected overnight on the events and the processes that had been
undertaken that week and that he felt he was clear on the best way forward. He was
grateful for being asked his opinion on the best solution, acknowledged that he had
made errors of judgement, and again confirmed he felt that there were significant real and
potential reputational issues for USANZ if he remained in a leadership position.
• At 7:00 pm NZ time that day, Mark Frydenberg and Peter Heathcote on behalf of the
Board informed Stephen and his support person, his wife Jules, that the Board’s decision
was to accept his resignation, to take immediate effect. The concern driving the desire
for the resignation to take immediate effect was the reputation of USANZ, and the optics
of the situation given that this was about racism. Stephen had acknowledged that in his
email the same day that his staying on the Board posed an ongoing reputational risk.
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•

The only decision made by the Board was to accept the resignation at the time it was offered
and not as proposed by Stephen, at the AGM which was some weeks later. This decision was
not to further damage Stephen, but to address concerns that a failure of process would appear
to attract no immediate consequences. The Board followed the validated process and afforded
procedural fairness. It upheld the Board Charter to which all Directors must adhere to.

•

Prem acknowledged that the Board could have done better with the benefit of hindsight and
had they been made aware of, and better appreciated, how the Māori wanted to manage the
situation.

15.2 Statement by Stephen Mark
Stephen Mark greeted the meeting and thanked Prem for the opportunity to speak on his
recent experiences which led to his resignation as President. He expressed disbelief that
Prem’s statement was the first time he heard the details of the process, stating that he has
had no verbal or written explanatory correspondence from USANZ since the event. He
also acknowledged the support of many New Zealand and Australian colleagues who have
reached out. He also acknowledged the difficult position that Leanne Shaw is in as the NZ
Section representation and noted that she is doing a very good job in difficult circumstances.
Stephen stated that USANZ was an organisation he was proud of and that he hopes he will
be proud of again. He noted that pro bono roles require a huge commitment and sacrifice
with significant responsibilities, and he remains devastated by the outcome and hopes no
member experiences this again in the future. Stephen also noted he holds 26 NZ proxies
and a number of urologists are present at the meeting, some having submitted questions
to the Board. He thanked Mark Fraundorfer for his assistance in this space. Stephen also
commented on the virtual format of the meeting which does not allow for genuine discussion
and is therefore not ideally fit for purpose, but is all that is available and is another COVID
communication consequence that no doubt contributed to his situation.
Stephen spoke to four key areas:
• The initial area is in relation procedural fairness and the Board decision to request my
immediate resignation. Stephen thanked Prem for outlining the process in general but
stated there was no USANZ policy that he breached. After the Queenstown meeting in
November, he and others fought to preserve the NZ Section reputation and to rebuild
the trust. This was undertaken under RACS guidance and with the support of Hei Āhuru
Mōwai, the complainant. He confirmed that he did not inform the Board in writing as they
had a local plan in place. He verbally informed the CEO, Michael Nugara at that time.
Stephen also stated that under advice from RACS, the aim was to communicate the
subsequent response and a mitigation plan to USANZ and other RACS specialties once
it was agreed by all parties. He advised that RACS discussed the complaint at a Council
meeting in February that he was not informed about. The complaint was a “for noting”
item on the RACS meeting agenda rather than for discussion. Stephen advised that
immediately after the RACS Council meeting he was called to a USANZ leadership group
meeting and a subsequent full Board zoom meeting 2 days later. The CEO was not
present at either of these meetings despite his usual assistance in aligning USANZ Board
decision with policy and the Constitution. At the time of the Board meeting, he held a
Presidential role and a New Zealand Sectional Representative role on the USANZ Board,
so there was no NZ representative in attendance when he left that meeting.
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Overnight, after the Board meeting and on reflection, he offered to stand down from
his position of Presidency and the Board at the AGM, if the Board requested, based on
a loss of confidence. The Board’s decision to request his resignation immediately was
unexpected and a shock given his standing and duration of service to USANZ. He felt
the Board had other choices but on reflection, accepted their decision. He submitted
his resignation as a team player but he did not agree with it, did not feel the punishment
fit the crime, and that it was procedurally unfair. This view was shared by his subsequent
New Zealand legal advice. The Board appeared to make a hasty judgement without any
personal support or response requested from him. Stephen stated that those few days
remain the most difficult and distressing in his career.  
Stephen reiterated that he accepts the Board decision but does not agree with it and
that, on the basis of the process and lack of personal support he was given, he has asked
the Board for an apology for himself and his wife for the consequential stress, negative
publicity and reputational damage. He also requested the Board consider additional
support for members in leadership roles to prevent such an issue happening in the
future. Lastly, he requested the Board review the composition of the Board of Directors to
determine the contemporary nature of the Board compliance and fit for purpose.
• The second matter concerned a leak of confidential information to the Australian media,
and the reputational damage this caused. The first Australian media request for comment
came two days after his resignation. The request contained confidential information
suggesting a leak had occurred.
The media attention created a serious loss of faith and trust with Hei Āhuru Mōwai and that
bridges now need to be built. He noted that it is well recognised that such publicity can and
does contribute to inequity of such patients as they lose trust and faith in the healthcare
system. He requested USANZ to find where the leak came from and to deal with the
consequences.
• The third matter is the relationship between New Zealand USANZ Section and USANZ
head office. He noted that it is clear the USANZ New Zealand Section works very
independently from USANZ head office: they have different jurisdictional rules; separate
finance and accounting; and RACS for support, administration, communication and
meeting organisation. Stephen stated that he has been judged based on the Australian
system, with a New Zealand problem and a New Zealand solution facilitated by our
support group. In New Zealand, the Section had evolved a response that involved
support, trust, education, learnings and mitigation to prevent such an event. In Australia,
he received a hard-line response with no New Zealand input. He asked USANZ to clarify
the roles and responsibilities so that the New Zealand Section remains safer and fit for
purpose under a USANZ banner.
• Lastly Stephen raised the issue of continuing work in improving cultural safety at meetings
and reducing indigenous health inequity. He advised he wished to forward the equity
program developed by Hei Āhuru Mōwai that requires rebuilding of trust and confidence
and asked USANZ to reach out to them to support initiatives developed. He noted that
this is ANZAC weekend, and commitment needs to be made to work together across the
Tasman remembering that culture is built on action.
Stephen thanked the meeting.
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15.3 Questions from the floor
Prem Rashid thanked Stephen for his statement. He also acknowledged that recent
discussions with Stephen had been constructive and noted the reasonableness of Stephen’s
request. He suggested a meeting to go through the issues and to document the points
raised and confirmed he would issue an apology to Stephen and Jules in writing.
15.3.1 What process did the USANZ Board follow prior to requesting my immediate
resignation as President. (Stephen Mark)
Prem advised that the issue had been covered in detail earlier in the meeting. He
noted that the issue from the Board’s perspective was the sensitive issue of racism and
the critical comments about USANZ. He advised that the Board felt they had followed
well established principles for dealing with these kinds of issues and that Stephen was
given the opportunity to present his views to the Board. Prem accepted subsequently,
that comments made by Stephen to the AGM were valid.
15.3.2 Will the Board confirm that in demanding President Mark’s immediate resignation,
due process was followed, as specified in the Constitution? And this was a unanimous
or majority vote decision made in a properly constituted meeting. And the severe
consequences of removing the President were carefully considered and were deemed
to outweigh the consequences of him having failed to inform the Board in a timely
manner about this event. (Mark Fraundorfer)
Prem noted that the Board did not demand Stephen’s immediate resignation but
appreciated that Stephen felt under pressure to resign as he stated. In terms of the
Board having the authority to impose a penalty on a member, Prem advised that, as
stated previously, the Board did not have that authority, and only had the ability to
request a resignation. This was done, but after Stephen had already resigned. Prem
advised that he has covered the issue of meetings that were held in some detail.
He also reported that the Board considered the consequences carefully, but he
acknowledges a New Zealand member was not on the committee at the time because
of the Board structure. Prem further reported that the Board resolution was unanimous.
15.3.3 Why did the subsequent communication from the Board to the membership state that
President Mark had, “concluded that the best thing for the organisation is for him to
resign in his role” when clearly this was not a true or factual account of what in effect
was disciplinary action. (Mark Fraundorfer)
Prem reported that the Board asked Stephen if his resignation letter could be issued to
the membership accompanied by a short statement from the Board. Stephen declined
and the Board respected his decision. Prem also noted that the line Mark referred to
was a paraphrase of statement in Stephen’s resignation letter. Prem accepted that
Stephen felt pressured to write it.
15.3.4 The decision by the Board to force Stephen Mark’s resignation was unprecedented.
Can the process used to come to this decision be explained in the context of the
relevant Section of the Constitution? (David Winkle)
Prem reiterated that the Board did not force Stephen’s resignation but that he
appreciated Stephen felt pressure to do so. He advised that there is no express
provision in the Constitution or the Board Charter which set out such processes. Prem
advised that, nevertheless, the Board felt they functioned within well-established
principles regarding due process for matters of this kind, and within the time and
process constraints the Board found itself in.
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15.3.5 What response has USANZ had since my resignation was publicised to members?
(Stephen Mark)
Prem advised that he had 3 conversations with members: one from Western Australia,
one from NSW and one from Queensland. These were members who contacted
USANZ directly or requested information via UroChat. He reported that 2 members
made comments on UroChat, one from New Zealand and one from South Australia.
Prem reported that USANZ also received correspondence from Professor Diana
Saffarti, the CEO of the New Zealand Cancer Control Agency, outlining her displeasure
at what had happened. USANZ has responded, acknowledging that the plans put in
place by the New Zealand Section would be honoured and had the support of the
USANZ Board. Hei Āhuru Mōwai has also written to USANZ to organise a meeting
which will be held in a month’s time and which will include Stephen Mark and Leanne
Shaw. Prem advised that the CEO of Southern Cross Hospital Healthcare Group in
New Zealand has written asking about the incident and offering assistance with any
Māori advocacy initiatives. Her correspondence has been acknowledged and it is
intended that a joint letter from Leanne Shaw and USANZ would be sent.
15.3.6 There is very strong evidence that the leak of the confidential information pertaining
to the events in Queenstown to the Australian, and thus effectively the New Zealand
media, including the name of the complainant, came from the RACS Council, or the
USANZ Board or members on it? What steps have been taken by the Board to identify
the source of the leak? And what would be the consequences for that source? (Mark
Fraundorfer)
Prem noted the significance of the question and that there should be serious
consequences for any person who leaked the information. He advised that he asked
Board members about the leak, and they confirmed they were not responsible. Prem
advised that USANZ has not asked the journalist because the code of conduct for
journalists meant it was unlikely we would get a response. As there was the potential
that people involved in RACS Council (be it Counsellors, members or support staff),
Prem has spoken and emailed Tony Sparnon copying Stephen Mark, to request an
investigation into the matter.
Prem also reported that this issue has become more relevant in that it leads to a
question raised by Andrew Williams. Andrew, who is a member in New Zealand and
the Chair of the Urology Cancer Group of the New Zealand Cancer Control Agency
has written to USANZ, raising several points; one of which relates to the leak of
confidential information which became known to the media in Australia and New
Zealand. Prem confirmed that the only information released by USANZ was information
approved by Stephen Mark and his lawyer, and that USANZ sought to replicate the
content and tone in the announcement to members.
Andrew made the point that the leak is a serious issue in that it has harmed and
will harm New Zealand Māori men who will be less likely to seek investigation and
treatment for prostate cancer as a result of the publicity. Prem confirmed that USANZ
would have preferred that the story not be publicised and that he will again raise the
matter with Tony Sparnon due to its seriousness. He also noted that the person who
leaked the information committed a serious breach of confidential trust that needs to
be addressed.
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Prem advised that the Board attempted to consider the issues and the outcome of
a President resigning. He noted that this AGM is now dealing with a potential grave
issue of reputational damage in the media and from stakeholders that USANZ did not
take racism seriously. He stressed that, the measures put in place by the New Zealand
Section were sound and are being supported by the Board.
15.3.7 Given the agreement that USANZ and he had to share any articles planned for
publication on his resignation, why was there no sharing of the Australian adopted
article which had his official photo within it? (Stephen Mark)
Prem reported that the official photo was not released by USANZ and that responses
to the journalist were drafted and approved by Stephen’s solicitor.
15.3.8 Prem it is clear to me that the issue centres around the perception that the racist
remarks during the New Zealand meeting needed to be reported to the Board.
Stephen has been crucified because he did not report this issue to the rest of the
Board despite taking appropriate actions, which have subsequently been applauded
as an example of how to deal with a challenge such as this. It is a subjective matter as
to whether an issue should be reported to the Board by a President or not as per the
terms of conduct. The Board could have chosen to support Stephen for his exemplary
handling of a difficult issue and trusted his judgement that this did not need reporting
to the Board. Instead, the Board chose to negate his judgement in this matter and
bring about his resignation. In my view, this decision has diminished his service and
reputation. I suspect a lot of members would take this view.
I think you need to make it clear that Stephen did not engage in any racist comments.
As I understand it, he was merely in the audience at the meeting is being lost.
(Mohamed Khadra)
Prem confirmed that Stephen did not engage in any racism comments and apologised
if this had not been made clear. He acknowledged and accepted Mohamed’s
comment and noted that, having spoken to Stephen more recently events are clearer
in hindsight.
Mark Frydenberg addressed the meeting. He again thanked Stephen for his selfless
act and also thanked Maxine Ronald and Leanne Shaw for their assistance and
clarification provided over the last few weeks. He reported that, from RACS and
USANZ points of view, we want to make sure surgery is a safe place for everyone and
that diversity, cultural awareness and anti-racism must be the cornerstone of everything
we do in both countries. He also commented that it is clear the unexpected public
exposure humiliated the Māori and Stephen and took away a largely Māori directed
response they felt in control of, and into the hands of people who potentially did not
understand the Māori culture. He further remarked that, while that may have been
well understood by the New Zealand members, it would be fair to say it was not well
understood by a lot of Australian members and that it is important to understand the
binational differences between our countries. He applauded New Zealand’s efforts
and agreed that there are clear differences between the countries and that we need to
advance our understandings.
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Speaking as RACS Councillor, Mark also reassured Stephen that there has been a lot
of discussion in RACS and that he was working with Maxine and others to develop a
broad anti-racism document, acknowledging that one size doesn’t fit all. He noted that
it has been clearly identified that, how we deal with racism is not the same across the
board and that different cultures may wish to deal with it in different ways.
Mark also agreed that the matter of the leak needs to be investigated and reassured
Stephen he was not the source of the leak. He noted that the RACS Council is very
different to the USANZ Board in that it is very large, with 24-25 councillors, an almost
equal number of support staff and management, as well as observers in attendance.
It could be any one of those in attendance that may have made the leak. However,
he agreed with Prem that it should be investigated given it harmed the process
significantly. Mark also agreed that the autonomy of the New Zealand Section needs
to be discussed with a view to implementing appropriate governance. Mark again
thanked Stephen and acknowledged it had been a difficult time for him.
15.3.9 In retrospect, does the Board appreciate that the damage done by the leak from
RACS re the incident and its impact on the New Zealand Sections’ branch’s effort and
achievements after the incident to remedy and mend relationships and education,
notwithstanding the impact on Stephen and his family probably outweigh the potential
reputational impact on USANZ that may or may not have occurred? (Shane La Bianca)
Prem acknowledged that in hindsight yes. He noted that, as Mark alluded to, there are
differences in cultural issues that the Board was not aware of, and that not having a
New Zealander on the Board at the time was an issue.
15.3.10 Was the leak to the media from a RACS counsellor? And if so, what is being done with
regard to that? (Anonymous)
15.3.11 I object strongly to the allegation that this has come from the RACS Council. I state this
as a counsellor of the RACS Council.
I ask you to retract the allegation that this has come from the RACS Council. To me, it is
clearly from USANZ. I state this as a councillor of the RACS Council.
To announce to the USANZ membership that the leak was explicitly from the RACS
council is extraordinary. (Henry Woo)
Prem affirmed that USANZ does not know where the leak came from but know it did
not come from the Board. The RACS Council is the only other place the leak could
have come from and that is worth investigating. Prem confirmed he is not blaming
anyone but is trying to find out who leaked the information and that it is reasonable
to ask Tony Sparnon to investigate. Prem apologised if his statement came across as
an accusation against RACS Council and reiterated that there are a limited number of
people who had the information, including the people dealing with the matter in New
Zealand and the RACS Council. He noted that USANZ may never find the source of the
leak but considered it worth asking.
15.3.12 Can the president discuss the manner of Stephen Mark’s resignation? As the first
Māori urologist and an attendee at last year’s NZ sectional meeting I am aware of the
background controversy and am unhappy that racist Australians have interfered in our
domestic affairs. (Chris Hawke)
Prem thanked Chris and noted the comment and that the answer has been covered.
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15.3.13 Would it be possible to get a comment from the other urologists present at the RACS
Council, Henry Woo, and what his perceptions of the matter are? (Mohamed Khadra)
Prem noted that as Mohamed was typing, Henry had already asked the allegation
about the leak coming from RACS Council be withdrawn. Prem confirmed this has
been clarified and that all USANZ is asking is that the allegation the leak came from
RACS Council be investigated. That is a matter for Tony Sparnon and RACS.
15.3.14 Am I correct in my understanding that Stephen did inform the CEO at least verbally?
And what is his role and responsibility in informing the Board? (Jamie Kearsley)
Prem confirmed that the matter was mentioned to Michael and asked him to
comment.
Michael Nugara confirmed the matter came up during one of his weekly catch ups
with Stephen. He advised that he had been told there had been a complaint about
a presentation during the New Zealand Section meeting, where there had been
reference to Māori views on DRE.  Michael stated that no detail was provided and
that he was advised the matter had been addressed and resolved locally. Michael
confirmed that, had he known the extent of the issue and the potential for escalation,
he would have raised it with the Board, which is consistent with his previous practice.
Stephen Mark confirmed that, as a matter of routine he and Michael held a weekly
teleconference. He advised that on the immediate Thursday evening following the NZ
Queenstown meeting, he had indicated exactly as Michael said.
15.3.15 I took it as a personal attack on myself and deny leaking any documents. The manner
in which this has been discussed is implying that I have leaked the document. I again
emphatically deny this. (Henry Woo)
Prem reiterated to Henry and to everyone that there has been no mention of a name
and that he is certainly not suggesting that Henry leaked information. There were many
people in the room and there were some people with strong views on the matter. As
he was not in attendance, he asked Mark Frydenberg to comment.
Mark Frydenberg reported that he wanted to make it very clear both to Henry and to
everyone online, that he was not saying the leak came from RACS Council, but there
is a potential because they had knowledge and as such it deserves investigation. He
has no suggestion that any one of the RACS Councillors actually said anything and
that, while the topic was mooted for noting, a robust discussion ensued and some
members on Council had firm views. He reiterated points made earlier that some of
those comments came from Australians who do not have an understanding of the
New Zealand culture and the Māori response. He also confirmed that there is a large
number of people on the RACS Council who he has known and worked with for years
and considers to be trustworthy. He acknowledged that the media leak did happen so
needs to be looked at because it has unfortunately caused additional harm.
Prem Rashid asked Stephen if he would like to make any concluding comments.
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Stephen Mark thanked Prem and members for their questions. He commented that he
feels he has paid a huge personal price for the events; having not been directly involved
in causing it but trying hard to resolve it in a manner that was culturally sensitive and
relevant to the group we were working within. He also reported that he was pleased
the leak concern is being taken seriously and that there will be an attempt to determine
where that came from because he believed, had it not occurred, subsequent events
would not have occurred. He emphasised the personal toll this has taken and advised
that today’s meeting marks the ceiling, and that he is going to withdraw from his
activities at USANZ Board level and from communication on this matter. He thanked all
the urologists for their support and for their time listening to the matter.
16

General Business and Voting Closure
Prem reminded members that voting will be closing and paused the meeting for 1 minute. The
voting results were displayed for members and Prem confirmed that all six ordinary resolutions
which required a vote of 50% or more had passed. He also noted that the Special Resolutions
required a vote of 75% which was achieved so Resolutions 7 & 8 were also passed.

17

Meeting Closure
Prem thanked all members involved in the AGM and those who sent apologies and proxies. He
also thanked USANZ staff who have worked tirelessly to bring the AGM to fruition. He echoed
earlier comments that the meeting format which is required due to COVID is not ideal and not
typical of a normal USANZ AGM. Prem also thanked Directors who assist in managing the many
challenges we face as an organisation.
Prem thanked Stephen for his courage and work over the years, as well as his agreement to
participate in the AGM today, an undertaking that would not have been easy but was important
and helpful. Prem thanked members who robustly put their questions to him as Chair. He noted
that Stephen and he continue to have a good working relationship despite what has happened
and that he hopes USANZ is able to return to business as best we can.
In summing up, Prem first acknowledged that everyone involved could have done better. He
thanked Stephen for educating him about his side of the story and for his compassion and
patience. Prem also acknowledged the New Zealand Section and confirmed their voices have
been heard. He noted the key point that changes need to be made to ensure New Zealand
sovereignty, culture and specific issues have a mechanism that enables them to be managed
with more autonomy. USANZ will work with representatives with the aim of putting this in place.
Prem also reconfirmed he would issue a document to Stephen acknowledging the hurt that he
and Jules have experienced.
Prem wished all attendees a safe weekend and acknowledged ANZAC Day tomorrow as a
symbolic reminder of what binds us together.
Prem closed the meeting and handed over to Karen McKertich, ANZAUS Chair, for the ANZAUS
AGM.
USANZ AGM closed at 4.35 pm
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